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Abstract

Numerous technologies, such as batteries and fuel cells, depend on electrochemical kinetics. In some cases, the
responsible electrochemistry and charged-species transport is complex. However, to date, there are essentially no
general-purpose modeling capabilities that facilitate the incorporation of thermodynamic, kinetic, and transport com-
plexities into the simulation of electrochemical processes. A vast majority of the modeling literature uses only a few
(often only one) global charge-transfer reactions, with the rates expressed using Butler–Volmer approximations. The
objective of the present paper is to identify common aspects of electrochemistry, seeking a foundational basis for
designing and implementing software with general applicability across a wide range of materials sets and applica-
tions. The development of new technologies should be accelerated and improved by enabling the incorporation of
electrochemical complexity (e.g., multi-step, elementary charge-transfer reactions and as well as supporting ionic and
electronic transport) into the analysis and interpretation of scientific results. The spirit of the approach is analogous
to the role that CHEMKIN has played in homogeneous chemistry modeling, especially combustion. The CANTERA
software, which already has some electrochemistry capabilities, forms the foundation for future capabilities expansion.

Keywords: Marcus theory, Butler–Volmer kinetics, CANTERA, Ion and electron transport, Faradaic and Ohmic
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1. Introduction

Electrochemistry plays a central role for technolo-
gies in energy conversion, energy storage, and mate-
rial/chemical processing. Corrosion processes and their
mitigation are also grounded in electrochemistry. Elec-
trochemical systems such as batteries and fuel cells can
provide primary or auxiliary power with high efficiency
and low environmental impact for a range of vehicu-
lar or stationary applications. However, improved en-
ergy density, durability, and safety are neede d to en-
able broader deployment. Such technological advances
must build on fundamental understanding of electro-
chemical processes over many scales. Flexible and ro-
bust computational tools can play a key supporting role
in accelerating that understanding and promoting tech-
nology breakthroughs. Advances in atomistic computa-
tional modeling have enabled the identification of ma-
terials with finely tuned properties at the nanoscale [1–
5], but the lack of concurrent development of modeling
frameworks at the device scale impedes the translation
of these materials into practical electrochemical devices
and systems.

With only a few exceptions, the electrochemistry
modeling literature is based on using a very few (of-
ten one per electrode) global charge-transfer reaction
steps [6–9]. In reality, the heterogeneous chemistry and
electrochemistry is far more complex. For example,

in Li-ion batteries, the formation of solid-electrolyte-
interface (SEI) films is known to involve complex chem-
istry and electrochemistry [3, 10, 11]. Solid-oxide
fuel cells operating on hydrocarbon fuels are typically
modeled with two global reforming reactions and one
charge-transfer reaction. The actual chemistry is sig-
nificantly more complex. Beyond these, numerous
other technology examples involving electrochemistry
can benefit from more complete electrochemical model-
ing and simulation tools. However, new software frame-
works are needed to handle the necessary complexity.

The lack of general software for expressing electro-
chemical complexity limits the practical ability to intro-
duce such complexity into experimental interpretation
and technology development. This is not to be critical
of current modeling efforts, which are certainly effec-
tive and useful. Rather, it expresses the opportunities
for significant and beneficial improvements. The pri-
mary objective of the present paper is to identify the
scientific needs and to explore opportunities for com-
putational implementation. New modeling capabilities
should be closely coupled with functional relationships,
properties, and parameters that can be readily extracted
from atomistic modeling or basic analytical measure-
ments, rather than from empirical parameter fits that are
difficult to generalize.

Fundamental and theoretical underpinnings for elec-
trochemistry, which are generally documented in text-
books [12–15] and a vast archival literature, certainly
cannot be fully explained in a few pages. Thus, the in-
tent of the present writing is to highlight areas where
new modeling frameworks can offer substantial value.
Drawing from illustrative applications in batteries, fuel
cells, electrolyzers, and membrane reactors, the discus-
sion shows how development and deployment of new
generalized capabilities can enable modeling of com-
plex electrochemical processes, significantly assisting
the design of new high-performance electrochemical
systems and thereby accelerating the pace of technol-
ogy development. While the focus of the present paper
is on modeling tools and not on simulation, we present
a brief discussion on how generalized modeling tools
can enable adaptations necessary for varying simulation
methodologies. Finally, we conclude by proposing a
generalized user input file to fully describe the range
of electrochemical complexity in a Li-ion battery. The
file is written within the context of the CANTERA soft-
ware package [87], which is an open-source suite of
object-oriented software tools for calculating chemical
kinetics, thermodynamics, and/or transport processes to
support simulation of chemical and electrochemical pro-
cesses. The example of CANTERA is meant to be gen-
erally illustrative of the breadth and depth of user inputs
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required for any generalized electrochemical modeling
tool.

2. Illustrative examples

Before discussing the important quantitative relation-
ships needed for electrochemical modeling, it is use-
ful to consider illustrative examples of electrochemical
devices. The example devices presented here vary in
chemical and electrochemical complexity, and demon-
strate the broad applicability of the advanced elec-
trochemical modeling concepts discussed herein. By
analyzing how these example devices are modeled,
overarching modeling needs and capabilities for next-
generation software become evident.

2.1. Lithium-ion batteries

Lithium-ion batteries represent a widely used and
rapidly changing electrochemistry technology. With
only a few exceptions, the majority of the modeling lit-
erature is based on an approach developed by Newman
and colleagues [12, 16, 17]. Figure 1 illustrates the cen-
tral tenets of the Newman model. During discharge,
an electrochemical charge-transfer reaction removes Li
from the anode phase, delivering Li+ ions into an elec-
trolyte solvent and electrons into the anode phase. The
Li+ ions are transported within the electrolyte solvent
by diffusion and migration through the separator into
the cathode side of the cell. Charge transfer chemistry
reacts a Li+ from the electrolyte phase with an elec-
tron from the electrode phase (coming from an exter-
nal circuit) to deliver charge-neutral Li into the cath-
ode phase. The electrodes themselves are assumed to
be composed of spherical graphite particles for the an-
ode and spherical metal-oxides for the cathode. The
Newman model is frequently referred to as a ‘pseudo-
2D’ model: electronic and ionic charge transport (in the
electrode and electrolyte phases, respectively) are mod-
eled in the ‘through-cell’ direction, while charge-neutral
lithium intercalates within the particles via diffusion.

Charge-transfer chemistry at the electrode-electrolyte
interfaces is usually modeled using a global reaction as

Li(ed) 
 Li+(el) + e−(ed), (1)

where Li(ed) represents a charge-neutral Li incorporated
in the electrode, Li+(el) represents a Li ion within the
electrolyte, and e−(ed) represents an electron within the
electrode phase. As written, the forward direction is an-
odic, meaning that the reaction produces electrons. This
would be the case for a battery anode during discharge

Figure 1: Illustrative aspects of a Newman Li-ion battery model.

or a battery cathode during charging. Although this re-
action may be a reasonable approximation under many
circumstances, it is certainly a simplification of the ac-
tual chemistry.

An alternative representation of the charge-transfer
chemistry employs a two-step process, which may be
expressed as [9, 18]

Li(ed) + (s) � Li(s) + VLi(ed), (2)
Li(s) � Li+(el) + e−(ed) + (s), (3)

where (s) is a vacant surface site, Li(s) is the lithium on
the electrode surface, and VLi(ed) is a lithium vacancy
within the graphite electrode lattice structure. In this
representation, Reaction 3 is the charge-transfer step,
whose rate depends on concentrations and electrostatic-
potential differences. Reaction 2 is a heterogeneous sur-
face reaction that depends on species concentrations, but
not directly on electrostatic potentials. Even this rela-
tively straightforward two-step process introduces elec-
trochemical complexity that is not typically practiced in
Li-ion battery models.

Although Fig. 1 illustrates the electrodes as spherical
particles, and typical models represent the electrode par-
ticles as spheres, the actual electrodes are far more com-
plex. Figure 2 illustrates a microscale reconstruction of
a commercial LixCoO2 cathode. The “particles” have
irregular shapes and are overlapping. The carbon-based
binder is seen as black in Fig. 2. The open pore space
would be filled with a Li-ion-conducting solvent. Mod-
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional reconstruction of a commercial LixCoO2
cathode. The microscale reconstruction was created using Focused-
Ion-Beam–Scanning-Electron-Microscopy (FIB-SEM). This image
was produced by Prof. Scott Barnett, Northwestern University.

els that deal with electrochemistry at the electrode mi-
croscale must be concerned with geometrical complex-
ity as well as electrochemical complexity [19].

Figure 3 illustrates a Li-ion battery based on a
lithium-titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) anode and a lithium-
iron-phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) cathode. There are sev-
eral qualitative differences from the system illustrated in
Fig. 1. The particles are not spherical and an electron-
ically conducting carbon-based binder layer is shown.
The Li-ion-conducting electrolyte solvent is still as-
sumed to be an organic liquid. However, the charge-
transfer chemistry is different.

Figure 3 shows an expanded view at the cathode-
particle scale. As illustrated, the charge transfer in-
volves three phases — Li+ in the electrolyte phase, Li
in the LFP phase, and electrons in the carbon-based
binder phase. As illustrated in the expanded balloon,
the charge-transfer process and the Li reactions within
the lithium-iron-phosphate cathode phase involve sev-
eral chemical and physical processes. Thus, unlike Re-
action 1 which involves two phases, the cathode chem-
istry in Fig. 3 involves three phases. As discussed subse-
quently, this difference has significant ramifications on
representing the net charge-transfer process.

An LFP cathode particle behaves quite differently
from a metal-oxide (e.g., LixCoO2) cathode particle.
The metal-oxide particles react with Li in a diffusive
intercalation process, but the LFP particle is a phase-
transformation electrode. As the Li is transported within
the particle, a sharp phase-transformation front proceeds
within the particle. So, rather than thinking about a spa-

tially distributed Li fraction (e.g., LixCoO2) within the
particle, locations within the cathode particles are either
FePO4 or LiFePO4. Predicting the phase-front speed
depends upon complex thermodynamic, transport, and
electrochemical factors, which have substantial impacts
on modeling [6, 20–24].

2.2. Sodium batteries

Figure 4 illustrates a sodium-based battery, where the
anode is molten Na, which also serves as the anode
electronic conductor. There is no electrolyte within the
anode structure. The separator, which is a solid ce-
ramic Na+ conductor (e.g., Nasicon), is thus also an
electrolyte. The cathode compartment is composed of
an electron-conducting carbon foam (electrode phase)
and an aqueous iodine solution (electrolyte phase). The
aqueous solution contains I2, I−, I3−, and Na+; the pres-
ence of multiple charge carriers represent complexity
that is not well handled by standard transport models.
At the interfaces between the carbon and the aqueous
solution, charge transfer proceeds as

2I−(el) 
 I2(el) + 2e−(ed). (4)

Within the aqueous solution, homogeneous reaction can
proceed as

I2(el) + I−(el) 
 I−3 (el). (5)

At the interface between the separator and the aqueous
solution, Na+ enters the aqueous solution at a rate that is
needed to maintain charge neutrality within the cathode
compartment. The Na+ concentrations must be main-
tained below a precipitation limit where solid-phase NaI
would be formed. Overall, the global chemistry can be
represented as

2Na+(el) + 2I−(el) 
 2Na(ed) + I2(el). (6)

However, it is evident that more complex chemistry and
transport are present which support the global behavior.

2.3. Lithium-based conversion batteries

So-called “beyond lithium-ion’ batteries include
lithium-air (Li/O2) and lithium-sulfur (Li/S) cells,
which provide theoretical specific energies an order
of magnitude above those of lithium-ion cells [26].
These batteries have conversion chemistries, that is, dis-
charge/charge involves the formation and dissolution of
bulk solid phases (lithium oxides, lithium sulfide, metal-
lic lithium). The reaction mechanisms consist of multi-
ple intermediate solid or dissolved species and a com-
bination of parallel and sequential reaction pathways
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Figure 3: Illustration of chemical and transport processes in a Li-ion battery with a Li4Ti5O12 anode, liquid electrolyte, and LiFePO4 cathode.

Figure 4: Illustration of a Na-based battery with a sodium-iodine cath-
ode [25].

[27]. These multi-phase reactions can result in substan-
tial volume changes within the electrode, which are not
captured by standard modeling approaches [28]. More-
over, the associated kinetics are affected by nucleation
and growth mechanisms [29], resulting in complex de-
pendencies between reaction rate and morphology in-
cluding particle size distributions [30].

Unlike most Li-ion battery models, which accom-
modate binary electrolyte salts such as Li+ and PF+

6 ,
Li/S electrolytes have multiple polysulfide anion species
whose reactive transport can result in cross-talk between
the electrodes (so-called polysulfide shuttle) [31]. Many
transport models for electrochemical cells, as discussed
in Section 5, rely on significant simplifications that are
only suited for binary solutions [16, 12]. Obviously, the
modeling of transport in Li/S electrolytes (or similarly

in the Na battery catholyte) requires models with the
additional complexity of homogeneous reactions within
the liquid catholyte.

The foregoing examples illustrate some differences
and commonalities for different battery types. There
are numerous other types of batteries, all of which have
unique features and associated chemical and electro-
chemical complexities. The intent here is not to explore
all battery architectures and chemistries, but rather to
call attention to the need for generalized, flexible, elec-
trochemistry modeling capabilities.

2.4. Solid-oxide fuel cells

As with batteries, there are numerous types of fuel
cells. Figure 5 illustrates aspects of a channel layout in
a solid-oxide fuel cell. In this case, the dense electrolyte
membrane is often a yttrium-doped zirconate (YSZ),
which is an oxygen-ion O2− conductor [33]. The anode
structure is typically a Ni-YSZ cermet. For hydrocarbon
fuel feeds to the anode, catalytic fuel reforming takes
place within the porous anode support structure. Near
the anode-membrane interface, charge-transfer chem-
istry produces H2O as adsorbed H atoms react with
the O2− emerging from the dense membrane on three-
phase boundaries, delivering electrons to the Ni and ul-
timately the external circuit. As discussed by Goodwin,
et al. [34], the charge-transfer process involves several
elementary steps. Gas-phase O2 is dissociately adsorbed
onto the cathode surface and then electrochemically re-
duced with electrons returning from the external circuit.
The resulting O2− ions are incorporated from the cath-
ode surface into the dense membrane.
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Figure 5: A solid-oxide fuel-cell channel operating on a hydrocarbon fuel, with internal reforming within the anode support structure.

Along the length of the fuel flow channel in the an-
ode, the fuel is depleted and diluted with product H2O
and CO2. Along the length of the air flow channel in
the cathode, O2 is removed from the air. The decreases
in anode fuel and cathode O2 concentrations along the
length of the channel reduce the chemical potential driv-
ing force across the oxide-ion conducting membrane
that provides for the cell voltage and facilitates current
via electron production at the anode and consumption at
the cathode. At operating conditions along the flow path
where cell voltages fall below about 0.6 V, Ni in the
porous anode structure begins to oxidize to NiO, lead-
ing to irreversible damage. Modeling Ni oxidation rep-
resents an example of electrochemical complexity that
requires modeling structures that are not readily demon-
strated in past modeling studies.

2.5. Protonic-ceramic fuel cells

Protonic-ceramic fuel cells (PCFC) [35, 32], as il-
lustrated in the membrane-electrode assembly image in
Figure 6, incorporate solid-oxide electrolytes made of
materials such as yttrium-doped barium zirconate (e.g.,
BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ, BZY20). The BZY20 predominantly
conducts protons, but is a mixed ionic-electronic con-
ductor (MIEC) that has at least three mobile charged
defects – protons OH•O, oxide vacancies V••O , and small

polarons O•O [36]. The composite electrodes are porous
structures that usually involve two solid phases and the
gas phase flows of reactants. Like SOFCs, the anode is
a cermet composite, with Ni being the electrode phase
and BZY20 being the electrolyte phase. Such fuel cells
are designed to operate on fuel streams of a hydrocarbon
(e.g., natural gas) and steam.

In the anode of a hydrocarbon-fueled PCFC, steam
reforming produces H2, which reacts at the anode-
electrolyte interface to deliver protons into the dense
electrolyte membrane. The protons are transported
across the dense membrane, where they react with ad-
sorbed oxygen on the cathode to produce H2O. PCFCs
can convert hydrocarbons to electricity with high effi-
ciency at temperatures in the range of 600 ◦C. [37–40]

The expanded balloon of Fig. 6 illustrates several het-
erogeneous and electrochemical reactions in a PCFC
anode. Charge transfer can proceed at the three-
phase boundaries formed at the intersections of the
Ni, BZY20, and gas. Charge transfer can also pro-
ceed at the two-phase boundaries between the Ni and
BZY20 phases. Charged defects (protons, vacancies,
and polarons) from the charge-transfer reactions are in-
corporated into the MIEC electrolyte at the interfaces.
The defect-incorporation reactions are not considered
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Figure 6: Illustration of the membrane-electrode assembly of a protonic-ceramic fuel cell [32].

as charge-transfer reactions because they do not trans-
fer charge between two phases at different electrostatic
potentials. In other words, all the charged defects are
within the electrolyte phase; the gas phase species are
charge-neutral. Finally, in addition to acting as the
electron-conducting electrode phase, the Ni acts as a
steam-reforming catalyst that facilitates the reactions of
H2O and hydrocarbons to form H2, CO, and CO2.

This PCFC example highlights a variety of chemi-
cal and electrochemical kinetics responsible for fuel-
cell functionality. The MIEC nature of the electrolyte
adds complexity to the chemistry and the transport that
encourages the development for more robust model-
ing frameworks for fuel cell and electrochemical device
modeling.

2.6. Electrochemical membrane reactors

Figure 7 illustrates a tubular cell that combines steam
reforming, hydrogen separation, and hydrogen electro-
chemical compression. Such a system has been reported
recently by Malerød-Fjeld, et al. [41]. In this system,
methane and steam are introduced via a central feed
tube, with reactive gases flowing through the annular
space between the feed-tube exterior and the inner sur-
face of a porous ceramic-metallic (cermet) tube support
structure. The cermet here is similar to the PCFC and
composed of Ni and BZY, with the Ni serving as both
a reforming catalyst and an electron conductor. In this
regard, the porous cermet anode functions similarly to
the fuel-cell electrode illustrated in Fig. 6.

The catalytic reforming chemistry involves multiple
surface reaction steps. Although much of the fuel-cell
literature uses only two global reaction steps (one re-
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Figure 7: A tubular protonic-ceramic electrochemical cell that integrates steam reforming, hydrogen separation, and hydrogen compression.

forming and one water-gas shift), higher fidelity models
use over 20 elementary reactions [33, 42, 43]. Thus,
software that handles complex electrochemistry must
interact effectively with comparable modeling capabil-
ities that deal with complex homogeneous and hetero-
geneous thermal chemistry.

A thin (order tens of microns) and dense BZY mixed-
conducting membrane is applied to the outside of the
relatively thick (order few hundreds of microns) cermet
support structure. The BZY membrane predominantly
conducts protons (OH•O), but other mobile charged de-
fects include oxide vacancies (V••O ) and O-site small po-
larons (O•O) [36]. Upon electrical polarization (typically,
a few volts), protons are transported through the mem-
brane. If the tube assembly is within a pressure ves-
sel, the H2 emerging from the membrane can be com-
pressed.

As an ion conductor, the BZY membrane has rela-
tively high resistance and thus ohmic heating must be
dissipated within the membrane when operating at high
current densities. The conductivity varies exponentially
with temperature. With operating temperatures around
600 ◦C, practical devices must incorporate thermal bal-
ances for operational strategies that control membrane
temperatures.

Other chemical processes can be accomplished us-
ing proton-conducting tubular assemblies such as illus-

trated in Fig. 7. For example, methane dehydroarom-
atization (MDA) is a pyrolytic process that synthesizes
benzene from methane (i.e., 6CH4 
 9H2 + C6H6). Be-
cause the process is equilibrium limited, removing H2
through the membrane should, in theory, increase ben-
zene yield [44, 42, 45, 43]. Of course, the catalytic
MDA chemistry differs from steam-reforming chem-
istry with a higher propensity for solid carbon deposi-
tion and bifunctional catalysts with multiple reactive site
types. Such complex chemistry coupled to the MIEC
behavior of the proton-ceramic membrane strains the ca-
pabilities of most electrochemical and catalysis model-
ing frameworks at the reactor scale. As such, this indi-
cates the need for new software tools with generalized
data structures to enable modeling of electrochemical
membrane reactors for chemical manufacturing.

3. Phases and phase interfaces

All electrochemical cells depend on the reactive trans-
fer of charged species between electronically conductive
electrodes and an ion-conducting electrolyte. The anode
produces electrons by extracting charge from the con-
ductive ion in the electrolyte, and the cathode consumes
electrons to produce ions via a reduction reaction, often
either of an oxide material (as in a Li-ion battery dis-
charging) or of oxygen gas flow (as in a fuel cell cath-
ode). Charge-transfer reactions occur at the electrode-

8
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electrolyte interface where the two phases are at distinct
electrostatic potentials (i.e., voltage Φm where m repre-
sents the phase). The charge transfer rate is related to the
difference in Φm across phase interfaces and to the reac-
tive species chemical potentials (µk were k represents the
species). Since the electrodes and electrolytes are often
dense solid or liquid phases, effective electrochemical
modeling must incorporate non-ideal thermodynamics
to properly account for µk. Depending on the direction
of charge transfer current across the phase interface and
the sign of the voltage change ∆Φ across the phase in-
terface, the cell either produces electrical work from the
chemical free energy or the cell requires electrical work
to increase chemical free energy.

Modeling electrochemical kinetics necessarily in-
volves attention to phase thermodynamics, in particular
of the mobile and reactive species. Electrochemically
neutral reactions may also proceed within each phase or
at phase interfaces. However, electrochemical charge-
transfer reactions must proceed at phase interfaces. The
rates of charge-transfer reactions depend on electrostatic
potentials of the participating phases at the phase inter-
faces. Moreover, as is the case for thermal reactions,
charge-transfer rates also depend on temperature activa-
tion and the activities of participating species.

3.1. Thermodynamics

The relationship between phase voltages Φm and
species chemical potential µk can be derived from
equilibrium thermodynamics. Both reaction rates and
species transport fluxes depend on differences in species
electrochemical potentials µ̃k which are typically written
as a function of µk and Φm as follows:

µ̃k = µk + zkFΦm,

= µ◦k + RT ln

γk
[Xk][
X◦k

]  + zkFΦm,
(7)

µ◦k are the standard-state chemical potentials at temper-
ature T and a fixed reference species concentrations[
X◦k

]
, and [Xk] are the actual species molar concentra-

tions (kmol m−3). The gas and Faraday constants are
represented as R and F, respectively. The activity coeffi-
cients for the k species are represented as γk, which cap-
ture any non-ideal species interactions associated with
a given phase, relative to the fixed reference state. The
species charges and the phase electrostatic potentials for
each of the k species are represented as zk and Φm,k, re-
spectively. While this definition of electrochemical po-
tentials is convenient and most commonly used, New-
man correctly points out that the separation of the elec-
trochemical potential into strictly chemical and electric

portions is both arbitrary and unnecessary [12]. The ap-
proach in Eq. 7 assumes that Φm is independent from
the chemical composition, which results in a particu-
lar form for the activity coefficients γk. Other equiva-
lent forms can also be derived which do not rely upon
that assumption, as outlined in Newman’s representa-
tion of quasi-electrostatic potential [12]. That said, we
will henceforth use the electrochemical potential rela-
tionship in Eq. 7, primarily due to the prevalence of its
application in current literature, but with full knowledge
that other forms are also allowable and at times possibly
advantageous. In particular, careful attention is required
in understanding the thermodynamic definitions of the
electrostatic potential Φm for a particular model. This is
addressed further in Section 5.

For a given electrode-electrolyte interface reaction i
under equilibrium conditions with no net current across
the interface, the equilibrium condition relates the µ̃k.

K∑
k=1

ν′kiµ̃k =

K∑
k=1

ν′′kiµ̃k, (8)

where ν′ki and ν′′ki are the forward and backward stoichio-
metric coefficients for reaction i, respectively. Substitut-
ing Eq. 7 into Eq. 8 provides a basis for relating equilib-
rium chemical potential and voltage differences across
electrode-electrolyte interfaces. The equilibrium ∆Φm

across the phase interface is relatively straightforward
when there is only one charge transfer reaction across
the phase interface. When multiple charge transfer reac-
tions are active at an interface, multiple equilbria equa-
tions must be solved simultaneously to find the equi-
librium ∆Φm. The equilibrium ∆Φm is referred to as
the reversible half-cell voltage. The sum of the anode-
electrolyte and cathode-electrolyte reversible half cell
voltages gives the so-called reversible cell voltage.

The relationship between thermodynamics and cell
voltages, chemical reaction rates, and transport-driving
gradients requires software with effective models and
data structures for calculating both µ◦k and γk for the var-
ious materials/phases in relevant electrochemical cells.
The chemical potentials can be evaluated in terms of the
local phase Gibbs free energy G as

µk =
∂G
∂nk

∣∣∣∣∣
T,p,n j,k

, (9)

where nk are the number of moles of species k used in
evaluating G. The activity coefficients γk in solid, liquid,
or high-pressure gas mixtures are related to the molar
excess Gibbs free energy gE due to species interactions
or mixing as

nTgE = G −
K∑

k=1

nk

µ◦k + RT ln

 [Xk][
X◦k

] 
 , (10)
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where nT =
∑

k nk. The excess free energy gE can be
simplified to reveal the relationship to the activity coef-
ficients γk as

nTgE =

K∑
k=1

nkRT ln (γk) . (11)

Individual species γk are now defined as the partial
derivative of the excess free energy with respect to nk.

RT ln (γk) =
∂(nTgE)
∂nk

∣∣∣∣∣
T,p,n j,k

, (12)

For ideal gas conditions as expected in SOFC gas flows,
gE = 0 and thus all γk = 1. However, for high-pressure
flows and condensed phases (such as solid ceramic or
organic liquid electrolytes), accurate theoretical models
for γk are required.

A challenge for generalized electrochemical device
modeling tools is the development of robust, quantita-
tive models for gE and self-consistent databases for dif-
ferent solid materials and fluids derived from experi-
ments and/or molecular material models. Many ther-
modynamic models (some empirical [9, 46] and some
more fundamental) have been developed for liquid elec-
trolytes, solid oxides, and other non-ideal materials.
Some of these models are referenced in subsequent sec-
tions, but the importance of developing user-accessible
material and fluid models for calculating γk remains
a critical step for developing next-generation electro-
chemistry modeling tools.

Further complications to thermodynamics related to
mechanical stress can impact electrochemical reaction
rates and driving forces for species transport. Stress in-
duced diffusion can become significant for a variety of
solid materials [47] (e.g. phase transformation battery
electrodes [48], intercalation electrodes [49], and MIEC
ceramic membranes [50–52]). Stress induced diffusion
is accommodated by adding a term to the species elec-
trochemical potential [48–50]. For example, the species
electrochemical potential for a solid accounting for hy-
drostatic stresses can be expressed as [53, 50]

µ̃k = µk + zkFΦm −Ωkσh, (13)

where Ωk is the species partial molar volume, and σh is
the hydrostatic stress. To resolve the hydrostatic stress,
an additional stress-strain relation can be imposed on the
system. One constraint proposed by Yang for systems
in quasi-static equilibrium with no external force can be
expressed as

∇2
(
σh +

2EΩk

9(1 − ν)
[Xk]

)
= 0 (14)

where E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the material, respectively [54]. The importance
of mechanical stress on electrochemical cell voltages
and reaction rates depends strongly on the volumetric
expansion or contraction of phases with changes in point
defect concentrations [Xk]. This issue has received in-
creased attention, recently, for both batteries and high-
temperature fuel cells.

3.2. Interfaces

Electrochemical processes may proceed at the so-
called three-phase boundaries (intersections between
electrode, electrolyte, and an electrically neutral phase),
or at two-phase interfaces (intersections between elec-
trode and electrolyte phases). For example, consider a
composite solid-oxide fuel cell anode, typically a porous
structure comprised of the electrode phase (e.g., Ni),
electrolyte phase (e.g., YSZ), and the gas phase con-
taining the fuel. Li-ion battery electrodes can also have
three-phase boundaries. Such a cathode may be struc-
tured with the electrode phase (e.g., LiFePO4), an elec-
trolyte phase (e.g., liquid ethylene carbonate), and an
electrically conductive carbon additive phase (see, e.g.
the expanded view in Fig. 3. In such cases, species
(possibly including electrons) in three phases, as well as
the electrostatic potentials of the phases, contribute to
the charge-transfer chemistry. Li-ion batteries are also
modeled assuming charge transfer reactions proceed at
two-phase interfaces. In such cases, the charge-transfer
reactions proceed on the surface between the electrode
and electrolyte. The rates depend on the species concen-
trations and phase electrostatic potentials. Addtionally,
rates depend on the local electrode microstructure (i.e.,
total amount of surface area or three-phase boundary
available). As noted in section 2.1, accurate microstruc-
tural representations are required to accurately predict
charge transfer rates.

3.3. Phase management

Electrochemical cells are often modeled using a ho-
mogenization approach, where the components of an in-
dividual subdomain (e.g., a composite electrode) are not
spatially resolved on a microscopic scale, but are de-
scribed as continuum of superimposed phases. In such a
setting, the phases are characterized by their respective
volume fractions εm and densities ρm. In standard mod-
eling approaches these properties are often (implicitly)
assumed constant. However, this is generally not the
case. In lithium-ion batteries, active materials change
their density and expand or contract during intercala-
tion. During aging, secondary phases (e.g., SEI) grow,
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gases are formed, and liquid electrolyte is consumed. In
Li/O2 batteries, different lithium oxides are formed, tak-
ing up the space of gas-filled or liquid-electrolyte-filled
pore space, eventually causing pore clogging. In PEM
fuel cells, liquid water saturation dynamically depends
on operating conditions. A generalized continuity equa-
tion for all phases in a continuum setting may be formu-
lated as [28]

∂(ρmεm)
∂t

=
∑
k,m

ω̇kWk, (15)

where the sum runs over all species of phase m and ω̇k

is the rate of formation (kmol m−3 s−1).

The density ρm generally depends on phase compo-
sition, and constitutive equations including their param-
eters are required to describe this dependency. For gas
phases, the assumption of the ideal gas law,

ρm =
p

RT
1∑

k Yk/Wk
, (16)

is valid for the conditions met in most electrochemical
cells. Here ρm is the phase density, p the pressure, and
Yk and Wk the mass fraction and molecular weight of
species k. The density of an ideal condensed phase can
be calculated from species partial molar volumes Ωk,

ρm =

∑
k XkWk∑
k XkΩk

, (17)

where Xk is the species mole fraction. Using these
constitutive relationships, Eq. 15 predicts the dynamic
change of volume fractions of each phase. The neces-
sary condition

∑
m εm = 1 requires the assumption of

either the presence of a compressible gas phase that ac-
commodates volume changes, or the presence of a mo-
bile fluid phase that is displaced upon volume changes,
or the coupling to a mechanical model describing over-
all volume expansion.

4. Charge-transfer chemistry

Electrochemical reactions occur at phase interfaces
where charge is transferred between phases that are at
different electrostatic potentials Φ. In Li-ion batter-
ies, where the chemical potential driving forces across
the cell are derived from Li stored in the electrode
structures, these phase interfaces typically involve two
phases (e.g., the electrolyte and the electrode as in Re-
action 1 for a battery anode). In fuel cells, where the
chemical-potential driving forces are derived from gas

or liquid flows in contact with electrode/electrolyte in-
terfaces, the charge-transfer occurs at so-called three-
phase boundaries at the intersection between the elec-
trode, electrolyte, and the electrically neutral fluid phase
(cf., Fig. 6). For example, consider a solid-oxide fuel
cell composite anode that is a porous structure com-
prised of the electron conducting electrode (e.g., Ni),
the ion-conducting electrolyte (e.g., YSZ), and the gas
phase containing the fuel (e.g., H2). The charge-transfer
chemistry may be represented as

H2(g) + O2−(el) 
 H2O(g) + VO(el) + 2e−(an), (18)

where H2(g) is in the gas phase, O2−(el) is in the elec-
trolyte phase, H2O(g) is in the gas phase, VO(el) is an
oxide ion vacancy in the electrolyte phase, and e−(an)
is in the Ni phase. Reaction 18 is a global reaction
that simplifies a more complex multi-step reaction se-
quence [33, 55].

The rate of a charge-transfer reaction at a multi-phase
interface, according to fundamental Marcus theory, de-
pends on the electrostatic potential difference between
the participating electrode and electrolyte phases. How-
ever, nearly all battery and fuel-cell models are based on
the Butler–Volmer formulation using “overpotentials.”

4.1. Marcus theory

The fundamental Marcus formulation is general and
does not depend on simplifying assumptions. Consider
a general reaction, including a charge-transfer reaction,
as represented by

K∑
k=1

ν′kiχ
zk
k 


K∑
k=1

ν′′kiχ
zk
k , (19)

where χzk
k is the chemical symbol for the kth species

with charge zk. The subindices represent species k
and reaction i, with K being the number of species in-
volved in the reaction. One of the “species” may be
an electron. Reactions may involve species that reside
in different phases, such as electrode and electrolyte
phases. Electrochemical charge-transfer reactions trans-
fer charge between phases. By convention, reversible
charge-transfer reactions are usually written such that
the forward direction is the anodic direction (i.e., pro-
ducing electrons). The backward direction is called ca-
thodic, meaning that electrons are consumed.

A reaction’s rate of progress can be written in terms of
the difference between forward (anodic) and backward
(cathodic) rates of progress qi as

qi = qfi − qbi = kfi

K∏
k=1

aν
′
ki

k − kbi

K∏
k=1

aν
′′
ki

k , (20)
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where ak are the activity concentrations of the partici-
pating species. Generally speaking, the activity concen-
tration for the species in a particular phase are equal to
the activity coefficient γk multiplied by a dimensionally-
appropriate concentration. For bulk, three-dimensional
fluids (gases, liquids, solids), the concentration is sim-
ply the molar concentration [Xk]. For surface-adsorbed
species, the concentration equals the surface coverage
Γmθk,m, where θk,m is the site fraction for species k on
the surface of phase m and Γm is the total available sur-
face site density on phase m.

For a given rate of progress qi for a charge transfer
reaction i, the associated charge transfer current ie,i is:

ie,i = qine,iF, (21)

where ne,i is the number of electrons (or equivalent
charge) transferred to the electrode by the reaction:

ne,i = −

Ked∑
k=1

νkzk, (22)

summed over all the Ked species in the electrode phase,
including electrons. The sign convention is such that
an anodic rate of progress (produces negative charge in
the electrode) is considered a positive current, while a
cathodic rate of progress results in ii,e < 0.

The forward and backward rate expressions for each
reaction i are written as

kfi = kt
fi exp

−βai

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

 , (23)

kbi = kt
bi exp

+βci

K∑
k=1

νkizkFΦk

RT

 , (24)

where νki = ν′′ki − ν
′
ki, and the forward and backward

thermal rate coefficients (i.e., at zero electric-potential
difference) are represented as kt

fi and kt
bi. Assuming an

elementary single-electron-transfer reaction, the anodic
and cathodic symmetry factors βai and βci respectively
are related by βai + βci = 1. There can be confusion
between the anodic and cathodic symmetry factors (βa
and βc) and the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients
(αa and αc). These coefficients are interchangeable for
elementary, single-charge transfer reactions. For global
reactions and reactions involving the transfer of more
than one charge, the anodic and cathodic transfer coef-
ficients (αa and αc) should be used because they are not
constrained to sum to unity [56, 33, 57].

When there is a transfer of charge between phases
at different electric potential, the term

∑K
k=1 νkizkFΦk is

non-zero, and the charge transfer rate is modified by the

electric-potential difference between the two participat-
ing phases. Each phase m is assumed to be at an electric
potential Φm. However, as a matter of convenience in
computational implementation, each species can be as-
signed the charge associated with its phase. In other
words, in writing Eqs. 23 and 24, each species k is as-
signed with an electric potential Φk, not the phase Φm

directly. Generally, each species assumes the electric
potential of phase in which it exists. The gas-phase is
usually considered to be electrically neutral (Φm = 0).

If all the charged species in an electrochemical re-
action are in the same phase, the electric potentials do
not affect the reaction rate (i.e., the exponential fac-
tors in Eqs. 23 and 24 are exactly unity). For exam-
ple, consider the reaction I2 + I− � I−3 , which may oc-
cur within a sodium battery aqueous electrolyte (i.e., a
single phase). In this case, assuming Φk is the same
for all species,

∑
k νkzk = νI2 zI2 + νI−zI− + νI−3 zI−3 =

(−1) × (0) + (−1) × (−1) + (+1) × (−1) = 0.

The thermal reaction rate expressions kt
i (kt

fi or kt
bi)

are usually represented using the modified Arrhenius ex-
pression as

kt
i = AiT ni exp

(
−

Ei

RT

)
, (25)

where Ei represents the activation energy, Ai the pre-
exponential factor, and ni the temperature exponent.
To satisfy microscopic reversibility and maintain ther-
modynamic consistency, the thermal component of the
backward (cathodic) rate kt

bi is related to the forward
(anodic) rate kt

fi via the reaction equilibrium constant Ki

as

Ki =
kt

fi

kt
bi

= exp
(
−

∆G◦i
RT

) K∏
k=1

[
X◦k

]−νki
, (26)

where ∆G◦i is the change of the standard-state Gibbs free
energy for the reaction. Evaluating ∆G◦i , and hence the
equilibrium constant, requires quantitative thermochem-
ical properties for all species in the reaction.

4.2. Charge-transfer transition state

For the sake of illustration, consider a charge-transfer
reaction representing behavior at a solid-oxide fuel cell
anode,

H(a) + OH−(e) 
 H2O(a) + (e) + e−(a). (27)

The nomenclature (a) and (e) indicate the anode and
electrolyte phases, respectively. In this reaction, H(a)
and H2O(a) are assumed to be adsorbates on the anode
(e.g., Ni) surface. A hydroxyl ion on the electrolyte
surface (e.g., YSZ) is represented as OH−(e) and (e)
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Figure 8: Potential energy surfaces to assist visualizing the effect of
electric-potential difference on charge-transfer reaction rates.

represents an open site on the electrolyte surface. The
electron e−(a) is in the electrode phase. Figure 8 illus-
trates potential-energy surfaces that assist understand-
ing the influence of electric potentials on charge-transfer
rates. The potential-energy surface on the left repre-
sents the reactants and the one on the right represents
the products. The electric-potential difference at the in-
terface between anode (a) and electrolyte (e) is written
as Ea = Φa −Φe (where the subscript ‘a’ represents that
it is for the anode half-cell). The equilibrium electric-
potential difference Eeq

a is the electric-potential differ-
ence at which the reaction proceeds at equal and oppo-
site rates in the anodic (forward) and cathodic (back-
ward) directions (illustrated as the dashed line). There
is a potential-energy barrier between the reactant and
product states, which tends to be cusp-like for charge-
transfer reactions. When proceeding in the anodic di-
rection, the charge-transfer reaction illustrated in Fig. 8
delivers electrons into the anode, which is at a lower
electric potential than is the electrode. The electric po-
tential difference therefore opposes the charge transfer
reaction, in this state: the negatively charged electron
is naturally repelled from the negative electrode. Some
of the chemical energy stored as chemical bonds in the
reactants is converted to electric current as electrons are
delivered into the anode (i.e., the conduction band of
the Ni). When the electrostatic potential of the anode
increases relative to the electrolyte (i.e., Ea increases),
the electrostatic barrier to charge transfer decreases.

The symmetry factors β are related to the magnitudes
of the slopes of the potential-energy surfaces at their
crossing point. Because the slopes are typically simi-
lar, the symmetry factors for elementary reactions are

usually near β = 1/2. When the anode electric po-
tential Φa is increased relative to the adjoining elec-
trolyte electric potential Φe, the activation overpotential
ηact is increased by the same amount. As illustrated in
Fig. 8, the product-side potential energy surface is low-
ered by ηactF and the anodic energy barrier is lowered
by βaηactF. The energy barrier in the cathodic direction,
meanwhile, increases by (1 − βa) ηactF.

4.3. Butler–Volmer kinetics

The Bulter–Volmer formulation is an alternative ap-
proach to modeling charge transfer reactions. Funda-
mentally, the Bulter–Volmer expression can be derived
from elementary Marcus Theory if there is a single rate-
limiting charge-transfer reaction [8, 57]. Although the
Butler–Volmer formulation is very widely used and has
some significant advantages, it also has some very sig-
nificant limitations. If the chemistry is represented sim-
ply as a single reaction (e.g., Reaction 1), then the lim-
itations are not demanding. In fact, for such simple
chemistry, there is relatively little need for generalized
software. However, if the charge-transfer chemistry is
a multi-step process, then the Butler–Volmer formula-
tion is much less appropriate and more difficult to im-
plement.

In the Butler–Volmer form, the charge-transfer cur-
rent can be expressed as

ie = qine,iF

= i0
[
exp

(
αaFηact

RT

)
− exp

(
−αcFηact

RT

)]
,

(28)

where ie is the current at the electrode/electrolyte inter-
face, ne,i is as in Eq. 22, i0 is the exchange current den-
sity, and αa and αc are the anodic and cathodic transfer
coefficients, respectively. The activation overpotential
ηact is defined as

ηact = (Φed − Φel) − (Φed − Φel)eq , (29)

where Φed and Φel are the electrostatic potentials in
the electrode and electrolyte phases, respectively. The
term Eeq = (Φed − Φel)eq represents the equilibrium
electrostatic-potential difference (cf., Section 4.4).

As expressed by Eq. 29, the Butler–Volmer formu-
lation references electrostatic potentials to equilibrium
reversible potential differences. At first, this may seem
indirect and cumbersome. However, the advantage is
that open-circuit voltages can be easily measured and,
in many cases, evaluated theoretically. However, as dis-
cussed subsequently, as the chemistry becomes more
complex, there are limitations and complications asso-
ciated with the Butler–Volmer formulation.
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The Butler–Volmer exchange current density i0 in-
cludes the activities of the participating species. For ex-
ample, the exchange current density for Reaction 1 at a
graphite anode is typically represented as

i0 = kctF[Li+(el)]αa [Limax(ed) − Li(ed)]αa [Li(ed)]αc .
(30)

Several important points can be noted about Eq. 30. The
factor kct represents an Arrhenius rate expression that
captures the temperature dependence and F is the Fara-
day constant. The exponents αa and αc are the anodic
and cathodic symmetry factors, multiplied by the stoi-
chiometric coefficients for the reaction, which are equal
to unity in Reaction 1. The concentration [Limax(ed)]
represents the maximum concentration of intercalated
Li within the graphite anode, which must be indepen-
dently specified.

Strictly speaking, as stated, Reaction 1 means that the
anode is Li metal. Although a bulk Li metal anode is a
viable possibility, the common intent is that the anode is
graphite with intercalated Li. So, the more correct way
to state the reaction is

LiC6(ed) 
 Li+(el) + e−(ed) + C6(ed), (31)

which explicitly identifies the fact that the anode is
graphite and that the Li is intercalated. In this case, the
exchange current density can be evaluated directly in the
dilute solution approximation as

i0 = kctF[Li+(el)]αa [C6(ed)]αa [LiC6(ed)]αc . (32)

The concentration [LiC6(ed)] represents the intercalated
Li and [C6(ed)] represents the unoccupied graphite that
is available to accept Li. The activity coefficients here
are assumed to be unity and do not include complex con-
centrated solution effects [9, 58] . In this form, the iden-
tity of the electrode phase and its associated thermody-
namics are clear in the reaction statement itself. Thus,
these parameters do not need to be specified separately
and software can be written to establish the form of the
exchange current density.

4.3.1. Multi-step charge-transfer processes

Assuming there is a single rate-limiting reaction step,
a multi-step charge transfer reactions can be written in
Butler–Volmer form. However, the resulting exchange
current density can become complex and not easily de-
rived from the original reaction mechanism. Consider,
for example, oxygen reduction at a protonic-ceramic
fuel cell (PCFC) cathode. With very few exceptions
in the literature, fuel cell models represent the cathode

chemistry globally (in Kröger–Vink notation) as

1
2

O2(g) + 2OH•O(el) + 2e′(ed) 
 2O×O(el) + H2O(g),
(33)

where OH•O is a proton in the electrolyte phase, O×O(el) is
an oxide ion in the electrolyte phase, e′ is an electron in
the electrode (cathode) phase, and O2(g) and H2O(g) are
gas-phase oxygen and steam respectively. Such a reac-
tion is easily represented in Butler–Volmer form. How-
ever, assume that the actual chemistry is a multistep pro-
cess as

O2(g) + 2(s) 
 2O(s), (34)

OH•O(el) + O(s) + e′(ed) = OH(s) + O×O(el), (35)

OH•O(el) + OH(s) + e′(ed) = H2O(s) + O×O(el), (36)

H2O(s) = H2O(g) + (s), (37)

where O(s), OH(s), and H2O(s) are the adsorbed oxy-
gen, hydroxyl and water molecules on the cathode sur-
face, respectively, and (s) is an empty cathode surface
site. The rates of such elementary reactions can be
represented according to Eqs. 20–24. Assuming a sin-
gle rate-limiting charge-transfer step (e.g., Reaction 35),
and with a great deal of tedious algebra, a Butler–
Volmer rate expression can be derived [32]. Without
going into details here, the resulting expression for the
net current density is

ie = i0

[
exp

(
(1 + βa,(35))Fηact

RT

)
− exp

(
−
βc,(35)Fηact

RT

)]
,

(38)
where the exchange current density may be expressed as

i0 = i∗0
(pO2/p∗O2

)(1/2−βc,(35)/4)(pH2O/p∗H2O)βc,(35)/2

1 + (pO2/p∗O2
)1/2 + (pH2O/p∗H2O)

× [O×O]βc,(35) [OH•O]βa,(35) .

(39)

In these expressions, βa,(35) and βc,(35) are the symmetry
factors associated with the rate-limiting charge-transfer
reaction (Reaction 35). Note that the effective Butler–
Volmer symmetry factors (1+βa)+βc , 1. The variables
p∗O2

= 1/K34, p∗H2O = 1/K37, are derived from equilib-
rium constants of the adsorption reactions. The variable
i∗0 is an empirical parameter, which contains informa-
tion such as three-phase-boundary length. Clearly, the
resulting Butler–Volmer expressions are not easily de-
rived from the reactions themselves.
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Table 1: Proposed SEI film growth reaction mechanism for a graphite
particle [11].

Graphite-SEI interface
C3H4O3(E) + (Ss) 
 C3H4O3(Ss)
Li+(Ss) 
 Li+(E) + (Ss)
C2H4(E) + 2(Ss) 
 C2H4(Ss)
C3H4O−3 (Ss) 
 C3H4O3(Ss) + e−

Sb
C2H4(Ss) + CO2−

3 (Ss) 
 C3H4O−3 (Ss) + e−
Sb + 2(Ss)

CO2−
3 (Ss) + 2Li+(Ss) + (Sb) 
 Li2CO3(Sb) + 3(Ss)

Li(Sb) + (Ss) 
 V−(Sb) + Li+(Ss)
Li+

Sb + (Ss) 
 Li+(Ss)
SEI-electrolyte interface
e−

Sb 
 e−C6
Li(C6) + V−(Sb) 
 Li(Sb) + e−C6

+ (C6)
Li(C6) 
 Li+

Sb + e−C6
+ (C6)

To pick another example, consider the important
problem solid-electrolye-interface (SEI) chemistry in
Li-ion battery anodes. Although details of this chem-
istry are not well understood, there is certainly ac-
tive numerical and experimental research to understand
it [3, 11, 59–61]. Again, without developing the details
here, Table 1 shows the reactions mechanisms analyzed
by Colclasure, et al. [3, 11]. The only purpose for show-
ing such reactions here is to emphasize the need for han-
dling increasingly complex electrochemical kinetics.

4.4. Reversible potentials

The reversible potential for any charge-transfer reac-
tion i can be thermodynamically evaluated as [57]

EREV
i =

1
ne,iF

K∑
k=1

νki µk, (40)

where the signs of stoichiometric coefficients νki assume
that the reaction is written in the anodic direction (i.e.,
producing electrons). Assuming that there is a single
global charge-transfer reaction for both the anode and
cathode half-cells, the full-cell reversible potential can
be expressed as

EREV = EREV
c − EREV

a . (41)

To be more explicit, for example, consider a polymer-
electrolyte-membrane (PEM) fuel cell. Assuming that
the cathode half-cell reaction (written in the anodic di-
rection) can be expressed as

H2O(g, c) 
 2H+(el) +
1
2

O2(g, c) + 2e−(c), (42)

the reversible potential can be expressed as

EREV
c =

1
2F

(
−µH2O(g,c) + 2µH+(el) +

1
2
µO2(g,c)

)
. (43)

Similarly, assuming the anode half-cell reaction is ex-
pressed as

H2(g, a) 
 2H+(el) + 2e−(a), (44)

the reversible potential on the anode can be expressed as

EREV
a =

1
2F

(
−µH2(g,a) + 2µH+(el)

)
. (45)

The full-cell reversible potential is then

EREV =
1

2F

(
−µH2O(g,c) +

1
2
µO2(g,c) + µH2(g,a)

)
,

= −
∆G◦

2F
+

RT
2F

ln
pH2(g,a) p1/2

O2,c

pH2O(g,c)
,

(46)

with
∆G◦ = µ◦H2O −

1
2
µ◦O2
− µ◦H2

. (47)

In these expressions, pk,c and pk,a are the partial pres-
sure of species k on the cathode and anode side, respec-
tively. The change in standard-state Gibbs free energy
∆G◦ can be expressed using the equilibrium cathode-
side gas composition,

exp
(
−∆G◦

RT

)
=

pH2O(g,c)

pH2(g,c) p1/2
O2(g,c)

. (48)

Keep in mind that the reversible potential is an inher-
ently equilibrium concept. That is, the gas on both sides
of the membrane is assumed to be in thermodynamic
equilibrium.

Substituting Eq. 48 into Eq. 46 results in a simplified
expression for the full-cell reversible potential as

EREV =
RT
2F

ln
pH2(g,a)

pH2(g,c)
. (49)

Importantly, for PEM fuel cells, assuming the mem-
braned is a pure proton conductor, the reversible poten-
tial may be evaluated using only the gas-phase compo-
sitions in the anode and cathode chambers.

If the electrolyte membrane is a single-ion conductor,
the reversible potential is equivalent to the open-circuit
potential

EREV = EOCV. (50)

The open-circuit potential is the (measurable) electric
potential difference between the cathode and anode cur-
rent collectors,

EOCV = Φc − Φa, (51)

when no external circuit is attached (i.e., an infinite-
resistance external circuit). In most, if not all, electro-
chemical devices (e.g., batteries, fuel cells, membrane
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Figure 9: Reversible half-cell potential between an intercalating
graphite electrode and Li metal.

reactors,...) the open-circuit voltage is easily measured.
Thus, any practical model must be capable of accurately
predicting open-circuit voltage.

If the reversible potential is known, either by the-
ory or measurement, then including that information in
modeling is valuable. In cases such as the PEM fuel cell,
evaluating EREV is straightforward in terms of gas-phase
composition (cf. Eq. 49). However, in Li-ion batteries,
for example, the situation is somewhat more complex.
Figure 9 shows measurable half-cell reversible potential
between a graphite anode and Li metal. The reversible
potential varies as a function of intercalated Li (i.e., x
in LixC6). Such information can be communicated to a
model via data fitting or theoretical expressions [9].

Expressing charge-transfer kinetics in the Butler–
Volmer setting takes advantage of a priori knowledge
of reversible potentials. Although the Butler–Volmer
formulation depends on some very significant limiting
assumptions, it does benefit from the inherent ability to
predict measurable open-circuit voltages.

For membranes that are mixed ionic-electronic con-
ductors (MIEC), in general EOCV , EREV. This
is the case, for example, for protonic-ceramic fuel
cells (PCFC) that are based on doped-perovskite mem-
branes [35, 32]. In such cases, establishing the re-
lationships between EOCV and EREV is more difficult.
The doped-perovskite membranes typically have three
or more charged defects, including small polarons that
lead to so-called electronic leakage. Even at open-
circuit (i.e., an infinite resistance external circuit), there
is ionic and electronic transport through the membrane.
In general, because of electronic leakage, EOCV < EREV.
Models must be able to represent such behavior, which
depends on mixed-conducting transport within the elec-
trolyte membrane phase [62, 32].

4.5. Microscopic reversibility

Maintaining thermodynamic consistency and micro-
scopic reversibility are important considerations in
most, if not all, chemical kinetics modeling. It is im-
portant that the long-time (infinite time) result of ki-
netics approaches the thermodynamic equilibrium state.
Achieving thermodynamic consistency requires know-
ing thermodynamic properties for all species participat-
ing in the kinetics. With known thermodynamic prop-
erties, the equilibrium state can be evaluated indepen-
dently of any kinetics behavior by minimizing the Gibbs
free energy. With gas-phase mixtures, the equilibrium
composition is easily evaluated because the thermody-
namics for most gas-phase species are readily available.
In electrochemistry, the situation is quite different.

Consider an elementary electrochemical reaction
mechanism, with the rates being expressed in the form
of Marcus theory. Such mechanisms (e.g., Reac-
tions 34–37) typically involve ionic species and surface
adsorbates, the thermodynamic properties for which are
largely unknown. If the thermodynamics are not known,
then equilibrium state cannot be independently estab-
lished from the thermodynamics (cf, Eq. 40). In elec-
trochemistry, the equilibrium electrostatic potential dif-
ferences at phase interfaces is an important aspect of the
thermodynamic equilibrium. For applications such as
batteries or fuel cells, predicting correct open-circuit po-
tentials is a critically important aspect of a model. Thus,
it is essential that a model using the Marcus formalism
must have complete thermodynamic properties for all
species.

In the Butler–Volmer setting, the reversible half-cell
potentials can be specified independently. Then, the ac-
tivation overpotentials are measured relative to the re-
versible potentials (Eq. 29). Thus, a model based on
the Butler–Volmer formulation is inherently suited to
respecting known reversible potentials and open-circuit
potentials. However, the Butler–Volmer formulation de-
pends on simplifying assumptions, some of which may
not be consistent with the intent of the multi-step reac-
tion mechanism. As reaction mechanisms become more
complex, the Butler–Volmer formulation becomes in-
creasingly cumbersome. Moreover, depending on de-
tails of the multi-step reaction mechanism, thermody-
namic properties for individual species may be required
to derive the Butler–Volmer exchange current densities.
Thus, the potential value of the Butler–Volmer frame-
work is diminished, and may be inappropriate.

The Marcus framework is certainly the most ap-
propriate as the electrochemistry complexity increases.
However, because the Marcus framework demands ther-
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modynamic properties, there is a need to establish and
validate the needed properties. Direct measurements,
if possible, are difficult. Thus, there are opportunities
for developing new atomistic-scale and ab initio simu-
lation capabilities that are specifically targeted toward
ionic species and surface adsorbates.

4.6. Macroscopic irreversibility

There are numerous examples where electrochem-
ical cells show macroscopically irreversible features.
In lithium-ion batteries, the SEI is observed to form
at low anodic half-cell potentials, but does not com-
pletely decompose when going back to high potentials.
Simple Tafel kinetics have been used to describe this
behavior [63], which, however, clearly violate micro-
scopic reversibility. In Li/O2 batteries, charging typ-
ically proceeds at considerably higher overpotentials
than discharge, leading to a strong asymmetry in the
charge/discharge behavior [27]. In PEM fuel cells, ob-
served open-circuit voltage is considerably lower than
the value predicted by thermodynamics [64]. In all these
cases, Butler-Volmer kinetics fail to describe the exper-
imental observations. The understanding and prediction
of macroscopic irreversibility remains a challenge for
kinetic modeling.

5. Charge transport

As demonstrated, predicting charge-transfer reaction
rates requires knowledge about the electrostatic poten-
tials and species concentrations in participating phases.
Both quantities are affected by the need to transport
charged species to the relevant electrode-electrolyte in-
terfaces. Transport of charged species may be modeled
using dilute or concentrated solution theory. Phase elec-
trostatic potentials may be modeled by solving a Poisson
equation or by assuming strict electroneutrality.

As a practical matter, the much-simpler dilute approx-
imation is the most widely used transport model. The
dilute approximation usually leads to formulating prob-
lems in the context of Nernst–Planck fluxes. While con-
siderably more accurate, the concentrated-solution the-
ory is often applied in ways that are limited to binary
systems, meaning only one cation and one anion. Trans-
port within crystalline lattice structures typically must
constrain the mobilities of charged defects to preserve
site and charge balances at the lattice scale.

Generally, charged-species molar fluxes Jk can be
represented as

Jk = −uk[Xk]∇µ̃k + [Xk] v, (52)

where uk and v represent the ion mobilities and bulk
phase velocity, respectively. Often, the bulk velocity is
negligibly small, and certainly vanishes for solid elec-
trolytes. Yet, in systems with strong volume changes
within the composite electrode (e.g., Li/O2 cells), bulk
velocity may become important. Given a set of fluxes
Jk, the species concentrations can be expressed gener-
ally as a conserved quantity and integrated as a function
of time:

∂ [Xk]
∂t

= −∇ · Jk + ω̇k. (53)

Here ω̇k is a volumetric molar production rate. Addi-
tional relationships are needed to determine the electro-
static potentials Φ (cf., Section 5.1) and convective ve-
locities v. The current density within the phase can be
expressed in terms of the charge-species fluxes as

i = F
∑

k

zkJk. (54)

5.1. Electroneutrality

Predicting the electrostatic potential fields is an essen-
tial element of all electrochemistry models. Requiring
electroneutrality within a phase can be a practical and
reasonably accurate assumption. Strict electroneutrality
means that ∑

k

Fzk [Xk] = 0, (55)

everywhere within the bulk phase. Strict charge neutral-
ity can also be enforced as

∇ · i = 0. (56)

Equation 56 is typically referred to as conservation of
charge. Although strict electroneutrality (or conserva-
tion of charge) can be a reasonably accurate approxi-
mation, it is not entirely correct. Rather, the electro-
static potential is more accurately governed by a Poisson
equation as

∇ · (ε∇Φ) = −ρ = −
∑

k

Fzk [Xk] , (57)

where ε is the phase’s dielectric constant and ρ is the
local charge density [12]. Interestingly, while Eq. 55 is
roughly correct (i.e.,

∑
k Fzk [Xk] ≈ 0), it also is the case

that
∇ · (ε∇Φ) , 0. (58)

In other words, assuming that ∇ · (ε∇Φ) = 0 is in-
correct! As discussed by Bazant and colleagues [65],
because typically ε � 1, small (second-order) vari-
ations in ρ lead to large (leading order) variations in
Φ. When Eq. 57 is solved coupled together with
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species-conservation equations (e.g., Eq. 53), the re-
sulting models are called Nernst–Planck–Poisson (NPP)
models [66].

Most electrochemistry models, at least those at the
technology scale (e.g., batteries, fuel cells, etc.) assume
a sharp “jump” in the electrostatic potential across phase
boundaries. This jump ∆Φ is used to evaluate electro-
chemical charge-transfer rates at the phase interfaces.
However, by solving Eq. 57 on very small length scales
near the phase interfaces, it is possible to resolve the
electrical double layers at the phase boundaries. In other
words, it is possible to resolve the electrostatic poten-
tial and species profiles within the extremely thin dou-
ble layers. Nevertheless, at the technology level, there is
usually no practical value to resolving the double-layer
structure. Moreover, because of the enormous scale dis-
parity, it is entirely impractical to resolve double-layer
structure together with predicting larger-scale electro-
chemical performance.

5.2. Dilute solution theory

Dilute solution theory assumes that within an ionic
solution, the charged species do not directly interact.
The species flux can be expanded using the Nernst–
Einstein equation (Dk = RTuk) to

Jk = −Dk
∇ (γk [Xk])

γk
− Dk

zkF
RT

[Xk]∇Φ + [Xk] v, (59)

where Dk are species diffusion coefficients. For dilute
solutions, the activity coefficients γk approach unity for
all species [12], which results in:

Jk = −Dk∇ [Xk]︸      ︷︷      ︸
diffusion

−Dk
zkF
RT

[Xk]∇Φ︸               ︷︷               ︸
migration

+ [Xk] v︸︷︷︸
convection

. (60)

The species fluxes are driven by diffusion and migration,
and possibly convection.

Using Eq. 60, the current density, ionic conductivity,
and transference numbers tk can be derived [12]. The
current density can be expressed as

i = − F
∑

k

zkDk∇ [Xk] − F2∇Φ
∑

k

z2
kuk [Xk]

+ Fv
∑

k

zk [Xk] .
(61)

The ionic conductivity σ is obtained in the limit of no
concentration gradients and no bulk velocity,

σ = F2
∑

k

z2
kuk [Xk] . (62)

The transference number tk is defined as the fraction of
current carried by species k within an electrolyte. Con-
tinuing to assume negligible concentration gradients and
bulk velocity, the transference number can be expressed
as

tk i = −F2z2
kuk [Xk]∇Φ =

z2
kuk [Xk]∑

k z2
kuk [Xk]

i, (63)

tk =
z2

kuk [Xk]∑
k z2

kuk [Xk]
. (64)

By definition, the transference numbers, when summed
over all mobile ions in a phase, must sum to unity.

A central tenet of the dilute solution theory is that the
flux of species k depends on diffusion coefficients and
mobilities that are associated with species k alone. In
the more general case, the fluxes depend on diffusion
coefficient matrices that represent the binary molecular
interactions between all species (i.e., off-diagonal On-
sager contributions) [72, 90, 91].

5.2.1. Dilute solution binary electrolyte

Significant simplifications are possible for elec-
trolytes that carry only two charged species. Assuming,
for example, a liquid electrolyte solution composed of a
salt that dissociates into one cation and one anion. Let
ν+ and ν− be the number of cations and anions produced
by dissolving electrolyte salt1. Assuming strict elec-
troneutrality, the anion and cation concentrations ([X−]
and [X+]) within the electrolyte are related to the origi-
nal salt concentration C as

C =
[X+]
ν+

=
[X−]
ν−

. (65)

Assuming no homogeneous reactions within the solvent
and no bulk velocity, the species continuity equation can
be expressed as

∂C
∂t

= D∇2C, (66)

where
D =

z+u+D− − z−u−D+

z+u+ − z−u−
(67)

is called the ambipolar diffusion coefficient [12]. The
diffusion coefficient can be simplified using the Nernst–
Einstein equation (Dk = RTuk) to

D =
D+D− (z+ − z−)
z+D+ − z−D−

. (68)

1Newman introduced a ± nonclature that is widely used. However,
it is necessarily restricted to binary mixtures.
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The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is used frequently
in modeling solid-state ceramic electrolytes, where it
is also called the chemical diffusion coefficient. Al-
though the application is limited to dilute binary sys-
tems, the explicit consideration of the electrostatic po-
tential is eliminated. The resulting mathematical prob-
lem can be treated as a relatively straightforward diffu-
sion problem [66–68].

5.3. Concentrated solution theory

While dilute solution theory is convenient to im-
plement in simulations, the basic assumption of non-
interacting charged species quickly loses validity in
many electrochemical systems, paricularly with liquid
battery electrolytes. Moreover, as noted by Bizeray, et
al. [92], the electric potential Φ in the Nernst-Planck
formulation has a thermodynamic definition which does
not readily allow experimental measurement and can
thus lead to errors in experimentally-determined con-
ductivities for individual charge carriers. A more ac-
curate and fundamentally sound approach to transport
modeling for such systems is the concentrated solution
theory. The multicomponent transport for concentrated
solution theory can be represented generally as

[Xk]∇µ̃k =
∑

j

Kk j

(
v j − vk

)
=

RT [Xk]
[XT ]

∑
j

[
X j

]
Dk j

(
v j − vk

)
,

(69)

where Kk j are the friction coefficients (also referred to
as interaction coefficients), [XT ] =

∑
k [Xk] is the total

concentration, andDk j are binary diffusion coefficients.
By definition, the binary-diffusion-coefficient matrix is
symmetric (Dk j = D jk). The so-called self-diffusion
coefficient Dkk can be evaluated, but has little or no
physical utility. Equation 69 is analogous to the Stefan–
Maxwell equations [69] and equivalent to those devel-
oped by Onsager [70, 12].

As discussed by Newman and Thomas-Alyea [12],
concentrated solution theory (Eq. 69) is typically in-
verted to evaluate the diffusion velocities. The concen-
trated solution theory can be expressed as

[Xk]∇µ̃k =
∑

j

Mk j

(
v j − v0

)
, (70)

where

Mk j =

Kk j if k , j
Kk j −

∑
i Kki, if k = j.

(71)

The diffusion velocities can then be expressed as

v j − v0 = −
∑
k,0

L0
k j [Xk]∇µ̃k, j , 0, (72)

where L0
k j is evaluated as the inverse of the M0

k j matrix
as

L0
k j = −

(
M0

k j

)−1
. (73)

The submatrix M0
k j is the matrix Mk j with the row and

column of a reference species ‘0’ removed. The species
fluxes can be expressed as

Jk = [Xk] v0 −
∑
j,0

L0
k j

[
X j

]
[Xk]∇µ̃ j. (74)

The velocity of species ‘0’ is such that the net diffusive
flux vanishes. That is,∑

k JkWk∑
k [Xk] Wk

= v, (75)

where v is the bulk velocity and Wk is the molecular
weight of species k. The current density can then be
evaluated as

i = F
∑

k

zk [Xk] vk = F
∑

k

zk [Xk] (vk − v0) ,

= −F
∑
k,0

zk [Xk]
∑
j,0

L0
k j

[
X j

]
∇µ̃ j.

(76)

In a solution with spatially uniform species concen-
trations (i.e., ∇µ̃k = zkF∇φ), the conductivity of the so-
lution is

σ = −F2
∑
k,0

∑
j,0

L0
jkz jzk[Xk][X j], (77)

and the transference number with respect to the refer-
ence species ‘0’ is

t0
k =

zk[Xk]F2

σ

∑
j,0

L0
k jz j[X j]. (78)

It should be noted that the transference number for a
concentrated solution depends on species ‘0’. Thus, un-
like dilute solution theory, the transference number t0

k is
no longer analogous to the fraction of current carried by
species k. The sum of the transference numbers must be
unity, independent of the reference species ‘0’ [12].

5.3.1. Concentrated solution binary electrolyte

A binary electrolyte is composed of a single anion
species, a single cation species, and the solvent. The
following analysis uses subscripts ‘+’, ‘−’, ‘0’ to repre-
sent the anion, cation, and solvent, respectively. Con-
centrated solution theory for a binary electrolyte can be
expressed as

[X+]∇µ+ = RT
[X+] [X0]
[XT ]D+0

(v0 − v+)

+ RT
[X+] [X−]
[XT ]D+−

(v− − v+) ,
(79)
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[X−]∇µ− = RT
[X−] [X0]
[XT ]D−0

(v0 − v−)

+ RT
[X−] [X+]
[XT ]D−+

(v+ − v−) ,
(80)

The cation flux can be expressed as

J+ = [X+]v+

=
1

D+− [X0] −D+0 [X−]

( [X+] [XT ]D+−D+0

RT
∇µ+

+ [X0] [X+]D+−v0 + [X+] [X−]D+0v−
)
.

(81)

It can be shown that the anion flux, cation flux, current
density, and transference number (Eqs. 54, 69 and 78)
can be combined such that [71, 12]

J+ =
[X+] [XT ]D

[X0] RT (ν+ + ν−)
∇ (ν+µ+ + ν−µ−)

+
it0

+

z+F
+ [X+] v0,

(82)

J− =
[X−] [XT ]D

[X0] RT (ν+ + ν−)
∇ (ν+µ+ + ν−µ−)

+
it0
−

z−F
+ [X−] v0,

(83)

where D is the diffusion coefficient ‘based on the ther-
modynamic driving force’ and is similar to the dilute-
solution diffusion coefficient (see Eq. 68)

D =
D0+D0− (z+ − z−)
z+D0+ − z−D0−

. (84)

The cation transference number for a binary concen-
trated solution is expressed as

t0
+ =

z+D0+

z+D0+ − z−D0−
. (85)

The diffusion coefficient for concentrated solutions is
usually measured based on the gradient of concentration

D = D
[XT ]
[X0]

(
1 +

d ln γ±
d ln m

)
, (86)

where γ± is the mean molal activity coefficient and m is
the molality [12, 71, 72]. The species continuity equa-
tions (assuming no bulk velocity or homogeneous reac-
tions) can then be combined using strict electroneutral-
ity as

∂C
∂t

= ∇ ·

[
D

(
1 −

d ln [X0]
d ln C

)
∇C −

i t0
+

z+ν+F

]
. (87)

5.4. Binary diffusion coefficients in liquids

There are several approaches to approximating the bi-
nary diffusion coefficients in liquids, with the Stokes–
Einstein relationship being widely used. However, the
Stokes–Einstein relation is most accurate for infinitively
dilute systems. Empirical relationships to modify the
Stokes–Einstein relationship have been developed to
more accurately predict the binary diffusion coefficients
in dilute systems. In concentrated solutions, experimen-
tal studies have shown that the binary diffusion coeffi-
cients depend on concentrations, temperatures, and vis-
cosities [69].

In concentrated solutions, electrical interactions
strongly influence ion mobility [73, 74]. In accordance
with the Debye–Hückle theory, ions tend to form “ion
atmospheres” that can increase or decrease mobility of
charged species due to positive and negative charge in-
teractions.

5.4.1. Stokes–Einstein binary diffusion coefficients

The Einstein diffusion equation can be stated gener-
ally as

Dk j =
kBT
ζ
, (88)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,
and ζ is a friction coefficient [75, 73]. If the fluid
is isotropic, incompressible, and Newtonian, and the
boundary between the particles is fixed, high-shear, and
nonslip, then Stokes’s law for creeping flow states

ζ = 6πη jrk, (89)

where η j is the fluid viscosity of species j and rk is the
molecular radius of species k. If the fluid is Newtonian
and there is zero-shear between the particles, then the
friction coefficient can be expressed as

ζ = 4πη jrk. (90)

If there is shear and slip between the particles, the fric-
tion coefficient can be expressed as

ζ = 6πη jrk

(
2η j + υrk

3η j + υrk

)
, (91)

where υ is the sliding coefficient [76, 69, 75]. If there is
high shear and no slip between the particles (υ → ∞),
Eq. 91 simplifies to Eq. 89. If there is zero shear and
high slip (υ→ 0), Eq. 91 simplifies to Eq. 90.

The Stokes–Einstein relationships are most accurate
for infinitively dilute concentrations. Theoretical ad-
justments for polar and non-circular molecules have
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been proposed to modify the friction coefficient ζ [73].
Empirical relations modifying the Stokes–Einstein rela-
tion for infinitely dilute solutions have also been devel-
oped to add concentration, activity, and viscosity depen-
dence [77]. In addition, the product of the binary diffu-
sion coefficient involving the solvent and the viscosity
η have been shown to be reasonably constant over mod-
erate concentration ranges (e.g. ηDk0 is constant) [69].
The binary diffusion coefficients between ions, accord-
ing to Debye-Hückel-Onsager theory, is expected to be
proportional to

√
C [74, 72]. Additional theories for

concentrated solutions have been developed to better de-
scribe concentrated solution performance [78, 79, 91].
Complex electrochemistry software must able to accom-
modate concentrated solution theories with varying lev-
els of complexity, to reduce the computational burden
placed on the software user.

5.5. Charged transport in solids

Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to
model charge and species transport within solids. These
approaches, in ascending order of complexity, are

• Solid phases with effective properties

• Dilute defect solids (negligible Onsager cross-
diagonal coefficients)

• Concentrated defect solids (significant Onsager
cross-diagonal coefficients)

Battery electrodes are commonly modeled using solid
phase models with effective properties [9, 7, 48, 81, 82,
20]. Such models assume that the mobile solid-phase
species is charge-neutral. Thus, the species transport
and charge transport are no longer explicitly coupled.
These models represent species fluxes as

Jk = −Dk,eff∇ (γk [Xk]) , (92)

and current density as

i = −σeff∇Φ. (93)

In these expressions, Dk,eff and σeff are the effective
diffusion coefficients and the effective conductivity, re-
spectively. The effective parameters can be functions
of concentration, thus coupling the charge and species
equations.

The differences between the dilute defect and concen-
trated solid methods can be viewed in the context of the
Onsager matrix. The Onsager coefficients Lk,i relate the
electrochemical potentials of mobile species and their

respective fluxes. Mathematically, this relationship can
be expressed as

J1
...

Jk
...

JK


=



L1,1 L1,2 . . . L1,K
...

...
. . .

...
Lk,1 Lk,2 . . . Lk,K
...

...
. . .

...
LK,1 LK,2 . . . LK,K





∇µ̃1
...
∇µ̃k
...
∇µ̃K


. (94)

As derived by Osager and Fuoss [74], the Onsager co-
efficient matrix is symmetric. If the flux of species k is
independent of other species, the off-diagonal Onsager
coefficients Lk,i vanish. The off-diagonal coefficients
are negligible if the short-range and long-range inter-
actions between charged species are negligible [83]. In
this text the dilute defect solids are models that assume
that all off-diagonal Onsager coefficients are negligible
and conversely the concentrated defect solids assume
that there are significant off-diagonal coefficients.

Dilute defect models are used when the solid-phase
species are charged, but their mobilities are independent
of other charged species. For dilute defect solids the flux
of species k is the same as dilute solute solution theory
with the bulk velocity being zero (cf., Eq. 60) [55, 50,
66, 36, 68, 32, 57].

Concentrated defect models are used when the solid-
phase species are charged, and the species’ mobilities
depend on other charged species [83]. The resultant
species fluxes, which are analogous to concentrated so-
lution theory, can be expressed as

Jk =
∑

i

Lk,i ∇µ̃i. (95)

Equation 95 shows that the flux of species k depends
on the electrochemical-potential gradients of all other
species that have non-zero Onsager coefficients. Thus,
the species transport equations are tightly coupled. The
off-diagonal Onsager coefficients Li,k must be estimated
or measured for every species pairing. In principle,
these parameters can be measured using electron block-
ing electrodes and material blocking electrodes [84, 85].
However, because there are numerous potential species
combinations, many Onsager coefficients need to be es-
timated.

5.5.1. Lattice-scale site and charge balances

In solid-phase crystalline electrolytes, models must
be concerned with lattice-scale constraints. For ex-
ample, consider strontium- and iron-doped lanthanum
cobaltites, which can be generally represented as
La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ [50]. It is assumed that three
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cobalt oxidation states (Co2+, Co3+, and Co4+) may all
be present simultaneously, but that the iron remains as
Fe4+ [86]. Using Kröger–Vink notation, “incorporation”
and “disproportionation” reactions may be written, re-
spectively, as

1
2

O2 + V••O + 2Co×Co 
 O×O + 2Co•Co, (96)

2Co×Co 
 Co′Co + Co•Co. (97)

The superscripts “×”, “•”, and “′” indicate charge rela-
tive to the fully occupied crystal lattice, with “×” being
neutral, “•” meaning zk = +1, and “′” meaning zk = −1.
An oxygen vacancy V••O has a zk = +2 charge, relative to
the oxygen anion that would ordinarily occupy the site.
The reduced cobalt Co′Co and oxidized cobalt Co•Co are
both expected to behave as small polarons [86].

The equilibrium composition must be constrained by
site and charge balances. The charge balance (elec-
troneutrality) is stated as

[Co•Co]L − [Co′Co]L + 2[V••O ]L + [Fe•Co]L − [Sr′La]L = 0.
(98)

In this expression, the subscript “L” in [X]L indicates
lattice-scale concentrations. In the doped perovskite
crystal structure (ABO3), site balances must be enforced
for the A and B sites. The cobalt (B-site) site balance is
stated as

[Co•Co]L + [Co′Co]L + [Co×Co]L + [Fe•Co]L = 1. (99)

The oxygen site balance requires that

[O×O]L + [V••O ]L = 3. (100)

In this formulation, it is assumed that [Sr′La]L
and [Fe•Co]L are fixed by the doping levels
(La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3−δ) as

[Sr′La]L = x, [Fe•Co]L = y. (101)

The oxygen non-stoichiometry is assumed to be δ =

[V••O ]L.

6. Thermal considerations

The design and control of electrochemical devices
can be substantially influenced by thermal behaviors.
Li-ion battery safety and lifetime, for example, are di-
rectly affected by internal heating and thermal run-
away. In applications such as fuel cells and electrolyz-
ers, the management of significant heating within the

ion-conducting membranes directly affects design and
implementation.

The thermal behaviors within electrodes and elec-
trolytes are intimately coupled with the electrochemi-
cal processes. Broadly speaking, electrochemical pro-
cesses produce heat in two ways. Faradaic heating is
the result of inefficiencies (irreversibilities) in charge-
transfer chemistry at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
Ohmic heating (Joule heating) is the result of ionic
and electronic fluxes through electrode and electrolyte
phases. Additionally, heat release of thermochemical
(non-charge-transfer) main or side reactions in complex
reaction systems contribute to the overall thermal behav-
ior.

6.1. Faradaic heating

The Faradaic heat-generation rate q̇F,i that is asso-
ciated with a charge-transfer reaction at electrode and
electrolyte interfaces can be evaluated as the difference
of the enthalpy change and produced electric power
from the ith electrochemical reaction. Stated mathemat-
ically,

q̇F,i = −ie,i
∆Hi

ne,iF
+ ie,i (Φed − Φel) , (102)

where ∆Hi is the enthalpy change associated with the ith
charge-transfer reaction.

Considering the general thermodynamic relation-
ships,

∆H = ∆G + T∆S , (103)

with

∆S = −

(
∂(∆G)
∂T

)
p
, (104)

the enthalpy difference associated with a charge-transfer
reaction can be expressed as

∆H
neF

=
∆G
neF

+ T
[
∂

∂T

(
−

∆G
neF

)]
p

= Eeq − T
(
∂Eeq

∂T

)
p
.

(105)

In this expression, Eeq is the equilibrium electrostatic-
potential difference across the electrode-electrolyte in-
terface. The equalibrium electrostatic potential Eeq is
equivalent to the reversal potential EREV.

The heat release associated with charge-transfer
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chemistry can be rewritten as

q̇F,i = ie,i
(
(Φed − Φel) − Eeq

i

)
+ ie,iT

∂Eeq
i

∂T


p

= ie,iηact,i + ie,iT
∂Eeq

i

∂T


p
,

(106)

which indicates that there are two contributions to the
Faradaic heat generation. One is the heat generation
due to the inefficiency or activation polarization of the
charge-transfer reactions. The other is the reversible en-
tropic heat generation.

6.2. Ohmic heating

Although both electrode and electrolyte materials
are conductors, they often offer significant resistances
(i.e., relatively low conductivities). Electrodes are usu-
ally dominantly electronic conductors and usually have
higher conductivities than the electrolytes. The elec-
trolytes are dominantly ion conductors and usually have
lower conductivities than the electrolytes. There can be
significant Ohmic or Joule heating in both electrodes
and electrolytes.

The local ohmic heat production due to ion and elec-
tron transport within an electrode or electrolyte can be
expressed as

q̇ohm =
i · i
σ
, (107)

where i and σ are the current density and conductivity,
respectively.

6.3. Heating due to non-charge-transfer reactions

Thermochemical reactions (i.e., reactions without
charge transfer) can dominate thermal behavor of elec-
trochemical cells. Examples include the (endothermal)
steam reforming in hydrocarbon-fueled SOFCs and the
(exothermal) decomposition chemistry taking place in
lithium-ion batteries at high temperature, leading to
thermal runaway. In a generalized expression, the heat
release of an arbitrary reaction is given by

q̇r,i = qi

[
− ∆Hi + ne,iF (Φed − Φel)

]
, (108)

where qi the reaction rate of progress (cf. Eq. 20). This
expression is valid for both electrochemical and ther-
mochemical reactions, as ne,i = 0 for the latter. While
Eq. 106 shows reversible and irreversible heating as sep-
arate terms, the equivalent Eq. 108 is more directly re-
lated to the fundamental thermodynamic property ∆Hi

and therefore easier to implement in a generalized Mar-
cus formalism.

6.4. Energy balances

The Faradaic and Ohmic heating are ultimately incor-
porated as terms in energy-conservation equations, with
the particular form of the energy equations depending
on the geometry being modeled. In all cases, the ohmic
heating appears as a source term within a phase-specific
conservation equation.

Because the Faradaic heating appears at interfaces
between phases, it can participate differently in differ-
ent models. On one hand, the Faradaic heating could
be viewed in the context of a boundary condition for a
model that is focused on an electrolyte phase. On the
other hand, consider a geometrically complex porous
electrode model such as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this
case, phase interfaces are distributed throughout the en-
tire domain. If the porous structure is represented as a
continuum with phase fractions (e.g., porosity), then the
Faradaic heating is usually most easily represented as a
source term based on interfacial area per unit volume.

The role of the electrochemistry software is to make
functions available that can be used to evaluate the
Faradaic and Ohmic heating rates. However, the results
of these functions may be used differently in different
models of electrochemical systems.

7. Numerical Simulation Concerns

Generally speaking, the modeling tools described
herein provide capabilities to calculate thermodynamic
properties, electrochemical reaction rates, and trans-
port/flux rates for relevant phases and species. Simu-
lation tools, on the other hand, implement governing
equations to describe the spatial and/or temporal evo-
lution of device properties to determine electrochemi-
cal device performance. While many simulation soft-
ware platforms, such as COMSOL, FLUENT, and STAR-
CD, are packaged together with embedded modeling
tools, the two topics are distinct. The modeling tools
provide input values required for solving the govern-
ing equations, as described for energy conservation in
Section 6.4. In a thermal energy conservation equation,
modeling tools provide calculations for terms such as
heat generation from chemical or electrochemical reac-
tions or thermal conduction through a flux boundary.
The most appropriate modeling tools for a given nu-
merical simulation depends on the simulation require-
ments (dimensionality, length and time scales, etc.). The
appropriate level of complexity for a so-called ‘single
particle’ battery model, for instance, is different from
the level best suited for a full 3D simulation on an ac-
curately reconstructed battery microstructure, which in
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turn may differ from the modeling approach in a pack-
level simulation. Furthermore, the choice of a particu-
lar modeling approach may require the use of more so-
phisticated algorithms and numerics for solving a spe-
cific simulation. For example, implementing detailed
surface chemistry may require initialization routines to
determine internally consistent initial conditions, before
integrating a set of governing differential equations.

In this light, the need for (i) open, and (ii) general-
ized electrochemical software becomes even more ap-
parent. To correctly match appropriate modeling and
simulation approaches, the types of generalized mod-
eling approaches described herein have several poten-
tial benefits. First, an open software architecture makes
the modeling approach transparent, so that appropri-
ate simulation approaches may be identified and/or de-
signed. Thus, associated assumptions with the modeling
approach are made explicit to the user. Second, a gen-
eralized software approach allows the user to efficiently
change the level of complexity in the electrochemical
physical phenomena with no substantial changes to the
simulation routines. For example, switching from the
standard intercalation model in Eq. 1 to the two-step
mechanism in Eqs. 3 and 2 does not alter the conser-
vation equation for [Xk], the molar density of bulk inter-
calation species k in the carbon:

∂ [Xk]
∂t

= −∇ · Jk, (109)

where Jk is the molar flux of species k within the
elctrode particle [93, 11]. At the carbon surface, Jk is
equal to the molar production rate due to surface reac-
tions:

Jk |r=R = ṡk, (110)

where ṡk is the production rate (kmol m−2 s−1) of bulk
species k due to surface reactions. When written gen-
erally in this manner, the modeling software calculates
the ṡk term, according to whichever reactions are spec-
ified (either Eq. 1 or Eqs. 3 and 2, in this case). As de-
scribed in Section 8, the user makes this specification in
the input file, with no significant changes to how the un-
derlying governing equations are implemented. Rather,
the only change required in this particular example is
that governing equations must also be added for θk, the
coverages of surface species at the carbon-electrolyte in-
terface:

∂θk

∂t
=

nsurf,k

Γm
ṡk, (111)

where ṡk is the molar production rate of surface species
k due to surface reactions, nsurf,k is the number of surface
sites occupied by species k, and Γm is the total concen-
tration of surface sites (kmol m−2). In this manner, the

user can therefore switch easily between levels of elec-
trochemical complexity and readily tune them to adapt
for simulations that vary across length, time, and dimen-
sionality scales.

8. Software implementation

As a practical matter, general software implementa-
tions are needed. The user should be able to describe the
chemistry in terms of clearly written and understandable
material properties and reactions, with the software pro-
viding the needed functionality to pose and solve com-
plex electrochemistry problems. The challenge for de-
veloping such software is much more complex than is
the case for homogeneous gas-phase chemistry. At this
time, no such general purpose electrochemistry is avail-
able to assist the research and development of critical
electrochemistry applications and technologies.

Broadly speaking, the software must be designed and
implemented to fulfill two functions:

• A user interface is needed within which to describe
electrochemical kinetics and transport. Meeting
this need requires defining a syntax that is suf-
ficiently general to describe relevant complexity,
but sufficiently structured so as to make rule-based
communication efficient and comfortable. On one
hand, if the syntax is too restrictive, then express-
ing the needed complexity may be impeded. If, on
the other hand, the syntax is too general then it ef-
fectively becomes a programming language with-
out the practical benefits of a convenient user inter-
face. Finding the appropriate middle ground can be
challenging.

• Once the user has communicated the electrochem-
ical kinetics, such as via a reaction mechanism, the
software must make functions available that can be
accessed by higher-level code to evaluate proper-
ties and rates as functions of state variables.

Below, we provide a concrete example of how to
implement the required electrochemical functionality
within the CANTERA software framework [87]. CAN-
TERA is an open source, object-oriented software li-
brary used for calculating thermodynamic, transport,
and chemical kinetic properties and rates for user-
defined material sets. While the software does include
a limited set of simulation tools (mostly applicable to
combustion applications), it is primarily a modeling
tool. Rather than competing with simulation software
such as FLUENT, COMSOL, STAR-CD or others, it can
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be coupled to these packages to provide greater flexi-
bilty, transparency, and user input into how thermody-
namic, transport, and kinetic terms utilized in the sim-
ulations are calculated. This example is written within
the CANTERA framework, not as an overt endorsement
of that software package over other options, nor as a
description of current CANTERA capabilities. In fact,
some of the capabilities described below are yet to be
implemented. Rather, we use CANTERA for this exam-
ple because the generalized software structure described
above is already largely in place within CANTERA, and
as such we can provide a sufficiently concrete example
of the required user inputs. The primary challenge is
to extend the software to embrace increasingly complex
electrochemistry.

8.1. User interfaces

As in CHEMKIN and CANTERA, the user initially in-
teracts with a file-based interface to describe a particular
electrochemical system and associated thermodynamic,
reaction, and transport properties. The general-purpose
software makes functions available for use in evaluating
terms in conservation equations. The input must specify
phases and describe all species within each phase. Input
syntax rules must be sufficiently flexible so as to accept
any range of commonly available inputs which may be
used to specify thermodynamic or transport parameters.
For example, species transport properties can be given
as either diffusion coefficients or as mobilities. Species
activities can be defined by parameters specific to an
equation of state, but these parameters can frequently be
derived, in part, from fundamental physical parameters
such as species critical properties [88].

8.1.1. Phases

Phases play essential roles in electrochemistry, with
potentially great differences between the types of
phases. For example, liquid-phase electrolytes are very
different from solid-phase polycrystalline electrolytes.
Many applications involve gas phases (e.g., solid-oxide
fuel cells), which have no electrochemically specific at-
tributes within the phase. Similarly, some applications
involve heterogeneous reactions that proceed on a cata-
lyst phase.

A phase definition must necessarily identify the phys-
ical form of the phase. Then, depending on the phase
type, the required attributes can be quite different. For
example, in a crystalline phase information is needed
about crystal-lattice structure, dopants, etc. Issues such
as site-balance and charge-balance constraints are rele-
vant. Liquid phases need no such information, but prop-

erties such as phase density and viscosity are required.
Additionally, the number of mobile ions or charged de-
fects is very important. Significant simplifications are
available for modeling phases with only two mobile ions
(i.e., binary systems). Phases with three or more mobile
ions require more information and are more complicated
to model.

8.1.2. Species and charged defects

Each species or charged defect must be associated
with a phase. Moreover, each species requires ther-
modynamic and transport properties. Thermodynamic
properties are usually specified in terms of temperature-
dependent fits to heat capacity, enthalpy, and entropy.
Unlike the gas phase, the needed properties are often not
known. Thus, as new materials and chemistries are de-
veloped, an important task is to establish properties for
the participating species. This can be a lengthy and dif-
ficult task, with the resulting properties often being not
entirely unique [67, 68, 36]. As new experimental meth-
ods and computational chemistry capabilities are devel-
oped to establish these parameters, it is important that
general-purpose software can flexibly incorporate input
parameters in a variety of forms, such as from atomic-
scale ab initio simulations.

Transport properties may be represented variously
as Onsager coefficients, mobilities, diffusion coeffi-
cients, or conductivities, which are generally intercon-
nected. Transport properties for binary systems can ben-
efit from significant simplifications. In addition to bi-
nary or multi-component considerations, transport prop-
erties may be represented in a dilute limit or may need
to be represented using concentrated-solution theories.
Of course, more information and material properties are
required to represent the concentrated-solution theory.
Thus, the user interface must be designed to accommo-
date different phase identities and the levels of transport
theory.

8.1.3. Electrochemical reactions

Electrochemical reactions must be represented in a
syntax that is easily understood. Representing elec-
trochemistry in the framework of fundamental Mar-
cus theory is most general. However, any general-
purpose software must also be capable of represent-
ing charge-transfer reactions in the Butler–Volmer form.
The Butler–Volmer approach depends on assumptions
and approximations, but is very widely used in the elec-
trochemical literature. As a practical matter, the Mar-
cus and Butler–Volmer representations cannot be easily
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mixed within a particular reaction mechanism. Depend-
ing on which approach is used, the user may need to pro-
vide different information and properties. For example,
expressions for reversible potentials are needed in any
Butler–Volmer implementation. However, in the Mar-
cus approach accurate thermodynamic properties are re-
quired to assure the accurate prediction of reversible po-
tentials and measurable open-circuit voltages.

Another important consideration involves whether or
not Kröger–Vink notation is used. With systems in-
volving polycrystalline electrolytes, Kröger–Vink nota-
tion is the most natural. However, for systems such as
those involving liquid electrolytes, Kröger–Vink nota-
tion is usually not appropriate. The Kröger–Vink nota-
tion is quite different from the notation commonly used
in liquid-phase electrolytes. For example, a proton in a
PEM fuel-cell membrane is usually represented as H+.
In the equivalent protonic-ceramic fuel cell with a poly-
crystalline proton-conducting membrane, the proton is
represented as OH•O, with the leading “O” indicating
that the proton is associated with an oxygen site. Ad-
ditionally, the immobile lattice vacancies are typically
modeled as a mobile charged defect in Kröger-Vink no-
tation.

General-purpose electrochemistry software must be
capable of using the Kröger–Vink notation, where ap-
propriate, and must be configured to work in a gener-
alized manner with reactions in complex lattice phases
that are common in solid-state conductors. Chemical
kinetics software (such as CANTERA) verify that user-
defined reactions balance elements and charge. In addi-
tion, for complex lattice phases the software must also
be able to verify that lattice sites are conserved. In other
words, a reaction must create or destroy species within
the constraints of lattice characteristics. Lattice sites
themselves cannot be created or destroyed.

8.2. User Input Example

A user-defined set of inputs in the CANTERA format
provides an example of the required structure for a user
input file for generalized electrochemical kinetics soft-
ware calculations. For any generalized software pro-
gram, the user is required to input information to com-
municate the following information to the software:

1. Phase information –For each phase, the user must
specify the following:

• Phase type

• Elements involved

• Species involved

• Thermodynamic model

• Transport model

The thermodynamic model typically consists of an
equation of state which provides a framework for
calculating both phase-level thermodynamic quan-
tities (e.g. Gibbs energy G and enthalpy H) and
p − v − T relationships. Moreover, the thermo-
dynamic and transport models rely on individual
species properties, as described below, but any in-
formation describing species interactions for either
model must be provided at the ‘phase’ level. Par-
tial molar thermodynamic quantities, for example,
are calculated at the ‘phase’ level.

2. Species information – For every species included
in a phase declaration, the user must provide:

• Elements included

• Species charge

• Species thermodynamic parameters

• Species transport parameters

These parameters pertain to the individual species
properties. These are provided to the respec-
tive phase’s thermodynamic and transport models,
which determine how the individual species inter-
act to determine phase and species properties.

3. Reaction information – For each reaction, the user
must provide the following:

• Reaction type

• Reaction equation

• Reaction rate parameters

Figures 10–12 illustrate examples of how required in-
formation is provided to describe lithium intercalation
at the interface between a graphite anode phase and a
carbonate-based electrolyte. The text from all three fig-
ures is entered into a single input file, but are broken out
separately here for discussion purposes. This input is
framed within the context of a CANTERA input (CTI)
file. Some of the functionality shown in this example
already exists in CANTERA, while other capabilities are
yet to be implemented. The model includes binary elec-
trolyte transport to and from the anode-electrolyte in-
terface according to concentrated solution theory, plus
a two-step intercalation reaction (Reactions 2 and 3)
wherein the lithium first adsorbs/plates on the anode sur-
face (a charge-transfer step), and is subsequently incor-
porated into the graphite anode (a non-electrochemical
interface reaction). More complex chemistry can be in-
corporated, particularly as related to SEI formation and
evolution, but are omitted at present for clarity’s sake.
Regardless, any additional information will be input in
a format similar to that currently shown in the figures.
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# CTI - Cantera Input file for Lithium intercalation at the interface between  
# a graphite anode and liquid carbonate electrolyte.

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  Phase data
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Bulk anode phase:
intercalation_electrode(name = "graphite",
   elements = " C Li E ",
   species = " C6(C_b) LiC6(C_b) electron(C_b) ",
   transport = "dilute_solid",
   thermo = RedlichKister(s1="LiC6(C_b)", s2="C6(C_b)",
      activity_coefficients=(binarySpeciesParameters(
         excess_enthalpy = [-3.268E6, 3.955E6,  -4.573E6, 6.147E6, -3.339E6,  
                   1.117E7,  2.997E5, -4.866E7,  1.362E5,  1.373E8, 

      -2.129E7, -1.722E8,  3.956E7,  9.302E7, -3.280E7],
         excess_entropy = 0.0))),
   molar_density = (3.15e-2, 'mol/cm3'))

# Bulk electrolyte phase:
liquid_electrolyte(name = "electrolyte",
   elements = " C H O Li E F P ",
   species = " Li+(e) PF6-(e) solvent(e) ",
   density = (1.208, 'g/cm3'),
   transport = binary_concentrated_solution(
      cation(name="Li+(e)", stoich=1),
      anion(name="PF6-(e)", stoich=1),
      solvent(name="solvent(e)"),
      viscosity_ref = (0.7, 'cP'),T_ref=293),
   thermo = RedlichKister(s1="Li+(e)", s2="PF6-(e)", s3="solvent(e)",
         activity_coefficients=(multiComponentSpeciesParameters(
            A = [[-1.287E6, 1.723E5,  1.353E6],  

     [ 1.417E4, -7.319E7, -3.117E5],   
     [-3.216E3,  6.215E5,  1.174E8]]))))

# Anode-electrolyte interface:
ideal_interface(name = "graphite_surf",
    elements = " Li ",
    species = "Li(C_s) (C_s)",
    site_density = (1.07e-5, 'mol/m2'),
    phases = " graphite electrolyte ")

Figure 10: Example CANTERA input (CTI) file describing the nec-
essary phase information for intercalation at the interface between a
liquid carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. Some of the
physical parameters should be considered as illustrative and some of
the functionality may not yet be implemented in the released version
of CANTERA.

8.3. Phase information

Figure 10 shows the required inputs related to phase
information. Three phases are required to describe the
intercalation process: a solid electrode phase (named
‘graphite,’ here), a liquid electrolyte phase (‘elec-
trolyte’), and a phase to represent the interface between
the two (‘graphite surf’).

Graphite electrode – The graphite electrode phase is
specified as an ‘intercalation electrode,’ which would
be linked to a set of governing equations for a solid
phase with a lattice-like structure that can host a single
intercalating species and which can also conduct elec-
trons. The phase declaration contains lists of the ele-
ments and species included in the phase. This particular
phase has three species: a C6 graphite unit cell (a de-
facto vacancy), LiC6, a graphite unit cell with interca-
lated lithium, and a delocalized electron. Each species
name includes a reference to its phase (‘C b’ = ‘Car-
bon bulk’), thus differentiate it from a similarly-named

species in another phase. The graphite phase declara-
tion must also include a ‘molar density’ input, which
specifies the total molar concentration (kmol m−3) of the
available lattices sites. The molar concentration of inter-
calated lithium sites and vacancies must always sum to
the number of available sites. This phase type is unique
in that it contains some species bound to lattice sites and
an electron which is not. Well defined rules must be es-
tablished to differentiate the two types of species.

The phase description also specifies transport and
thermodynamic models. In this example, transport cal-
culations for species other than electrons use a dilute
defect solid model (Section 5.5). Thermodynamic cal-
culations use the Redlich–Kister model [9] to evaluate
the excess Gibbs free energy for the intercalation reac-
tion in the following form

nTgE = [Xs1] [Xs2]
∑
`

A` ([Xs1] − [Xs2])` , (112)

where the bulk lattice only has two species, and A is
the vector input for ‘excess enthalpy’. The species are
labeled “s1” and “s2” to associate the species with the
excess free energies.

Liquid electrolyte – The electrolyte phase declaration
proceeds in a manner similar to the electrode phase. It
is declared as a ‘liquid electrolyte’, which is an incom-
pressible phase, similar to the ‘intercalation electrode’,
but without any restrictions related to lattice sites and
without electrical conductivity. The phase declares three
species: a Li+ cation, a PF−6 anion, and a solvent. The
suffix ‘(e)’ is given to each species name, both for clar-
ity and to differentiate from potential similarly-named
species in other phases. A constant mass density is also
provided.

The input file instructs the electrolyte transport calcu-
lations to use concentrated solution theory for a binary
salt in a liquid solvent. At the phase level, the user must
indicate which species names correspond to the anion,
cation, and solvent, and must specify the stoichiometry
of the cation and anion (ν+ and ν−, respectively). For
the solvent, the user must also provide the viscosity.
The phase thermodynamic quantities here will also be
calculated using a Redlich–Kister model for the Gibbs
excess energy. Because the electrolyte has three inter-
acting species, the ‘binarySpeciesParameters’ from the
graphite electrode cannot be used, here. As described
by O’Connell and Haile [46], the binary Redlich–Kister
expansion can be extended to a multicomponent form

nTgE = g12 + g13 + g23, (113)
gik

RT
= [Xi] [Xk]

(
Aik + Bik ([Xi] + [Xk]) + . . .

)
(114)
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Each term in the expansion requires a series of input ma-
trices of Nspecies × Nspecies species interaction parameters
to calculate the excess energy. The example in Fig. 10
is restricted to just a single input matrix Aik.

Anode-electrolyte interface – Finally, the interface be-
tween the anode and electrolyte must be defined as a
phase. It is specified here as an ‘ideal interface’, which
dictates the form of the chemical potential calculations.
The interface phase must provide lists of elements and
species. It must also specify a ‘site density’ (i.e., the to-
tal number of available sites to host surface species, sim-
ilar to the ‘molar density’ in the graphite phase). Addi-
tionally, the interface specification must provide a list
of the phases that can participate in any interface reac-
tions. The current mechanism includes an empty sur-
face site (a vacancy, ‘(C s)’) and an adsorbed lithium
species at the graphite–electrolyte interface. However,
an interface phase is required even for interfacial reac-
tion mechanisms where no intermediate surface phases
are defined (e.g. where the Li ion from the electrolyte is
transferred directly to the bulk graphite). This informs
the software that the participating bulk phases are in di-
rect physical contact, and to create a separate kinetics
manager to calculate relevant terms for reactions involv-
ing the participating phases.

8.4. Species information

Figure 11 shows an example of the species input for-
mat for the phases described in Figure 10. Each species
listed in a phase declaration must have its own species
declaration in the input file. The species entry must give
the species name (which matches that provided in the
phase declaration), a chemical formula (which must uti-
lize only those elements listed in the phase declaration),
a species thermodynamic entry and a species transport
entry. The charge of the species is indicated by the
number of electrons in the species (the number of elec-
trons < 0 for a positive charge). Because the Li-ion
battery will operate within a relatively narrow temper-
ature range, a relatively simple species thermodynamic
model, which assumes a constant specific heat cp, is
specified. Other forms (such as NASA polynomials)
are available for incorporating complex temperature de-
pendence. Note also that these terms are used to calcu-
late the ideal, reference-state thermodynamic terms, to
which activity and excess energy terms are added, using
the information in the phase declaration. Additionally,
the thermodynamic entry for the electron species in the
carbon bulk specifies a ‘metal electron’ model, where
the activity is equal to the electrostatic potential times
the species charge.

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
#  Species data
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Anode species:
species( name = "C6(C_b)",
   atoms = " C:6 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kcal/mol')),
   transport = intercalation(diffCoeff='None'))
species( name = "LiC6(C_b)",
   atoms = " C:6 Li:1 E:-1",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (-11.65, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0, 'kJ/mol')),
   transport = intercalation(diffCoeff=(2.0e-16,'m2/s'))
species( name = "electron(C_b)",
   atoms = "E:1",
   thermo = metal_electron,
   transport = metal_electron(conductivity=(1.0e4, 'S/m'))
# Electrolyte species:
species( name = "Li+(e)",
   atoms = " Li:1 E:-1 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol')),
   transport = Stokes_Einstein(geom='spherical',

radius = (0.182, 'nm'),
sliding_factor = 0))

species( name = "PF6-(e)",
   atoms = "P:1, F:6, E:1",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = Stokes_Einstein(geom='spherical',
   radius = (0.242, 'nm'),

sliding_factor = 0))

species( name = "Solvent(e)",
   atoms = "C:3, H:4, O:3",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = 'None')

# Graphite surface species:
species( name = "Li(C_s)",
   atoms = " Li:1 ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K'), 
      cp0 = (3.56, 'kJ/kg/K'), T0 = (298, 'K')),
   transport = 'None')
species( name = "(C_s)",
   atoms = "  ",
   thermo = const_cp(h0 = (0.0, 'kJ/mol'), s0 = (0.0, 'J/mol/K')),
   transport = 'None')

Figure 11: Example CANTERA input (CTI) file describing the nec-
essary species information for intercalation at the interface between
a liquid carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. Some of the
physical parameters should be considered as illustrative and some of
the functionality may not yet be implemented in the released version
of CANTERA.

The species transport parameters reflect a range of
different possible models. The C6 lattice species
(‘C6(C b)’), represents an immobile vacancy. Even
though it is immobile, lattice site conservation implies
that the vacancy flux must always be equal and oppo-
site to that of the intercalating species. Thus, a trans-
port model (‘intercalation’) is specified, but no diffu-
sion coefficient is given, indicating the immobile lat-
tice vacancy. In contrast, the ‘LiC6(C s)’ species is
given the same ‘intercalation’ transport model, but with
a non-zero diffusion coefficient. The electron species in
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the graphite is given a ‘metal electron’ transport model,
where the electronic current density is calculated ac-
cording to Ohm’s law (Eq. 93).

For the cation and anion in the electrolyte, parameters
(a geometry label, the ionic radius, and a sliding factor)
are provided to evaluate binary diffusion coefficients us-
ing the Stokes-Einstein relationship. Again, this is pro-
vided simply as an example (cf., Section 5.4). Other
more accurate modifications have been developed and
can be implemented. Because the solvent self-diffusion
coefficient is never explicitly used in the concentrated
solution theory outlined in Section 5.3, no species trans-
port information is required. Similarly, because the sur-
face species ‘Li(C s)’ and ‘(C s)’ are considered to be
immobile, transport properties are not needed.

8.5. Reaction information

Figure 12 shows the necessary reaction inputs to de-
scribe the intercalation process. The mechanism in-
cludes two steps: Li adsorption/plating onto the graphite
surface, which is a charge-transfer reaction, followed by
Li incorporation from the surface into the graphite bulk,
which is a thermal reaction (i.e. the surface and bulk
species involved are all charge-neutral, so the reaction
does not transfer any charge between phases). This is
slightly more complex than the one-step mechanism in
Reaction 1, but additional chemical complexity would
certainly be required to incorporate processes such as Li
plating and dendrite growth or SEI formation and evo-
lution.

Each reaction entry requires, at minimum, a reac-
tion equation string and inputs to evaluate reaction rate
parameters. For the charge-transfer reaction, the rate
parameters are given in a Butler-Volmer formulation,
which includes Arrhenius parameters for the exchange
current density prefactor kct and the forward symmetry
factor β f . The three Arrhenius parameters for kct corre-
spond to [Ai, ni, Ei] respectively (see Eq. 25). Omitting
the backward symmetry factor βb triggers the default as-
sumption that β f + βb = 1. Furthermore, while the fore-
going equations (e.g. Sec. 4.1) were written using βa

and βc and assuming the reaction is written such that
the forward reaction is anodic in nature, for generalized
software no such assumptions should be made, allowing
for greater user flexibility. For the incorporation reac-
tion, Arrhenius parameters are given for the thermally
activated rate coefficient kt

f (Eq. 25).

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Reaction data
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Surface reaction 1: charge transfer of Li+(e) to Li(C_s):
surface_reaction("Li+(e) + electron(C_b) + (C_s) <=> Li(C_s)",
exchangecurrentdensity([4.3611, 0.0, 0.0],beta_f=0.5))
# Surface reaction 2: Li(C_s) incorporation into graphite:
surface_reaction("Li(C_s) + C6(C_b) <=> (C_s) + LiC6(C_b)",
Arrhenius([2.3e3, 0.0, 0.0]))

Figure 12: Example CANTERA input (CTI) file describing the nec-
essary reaction information for intercalation at the interface between
a liquid carbonate electrolyte and solid graphite anode. Some of the
physical parameters should be considered as illustrative and some of
the functionality may not yet be implemented in the released version
of CANTERA.

9. Summary and conclusions

Although numerous important technologies depend
on electrochemistry, to date there are no general-
purpose modeling tools available to handle complexity
in electrochemical transport and kinetics. The present
paper seeks to articulate a vision about the scientific
needs for modeling electrochemical processes. In fact,
the underpinning theories are well known and generally
well documented. However, the software implementa-
tions have not been fully developed and documented.

The general approach follows the lead of CHEMKIN
and CANTERA software. That is, enable the user to de-
fine an electrochemical system using a convenient file-
format syntax. In this context, “define” means to specify
the characteristics of phases, interfaces between phases,
species that exist within phases, and reactions that pro-
ceed within phases and a phase interfaces. The specifi-
cations involve thermodynamic and transport properties
as well as rate expressions.

Building on the foundation of current capabilities,
current software should be extended to incorporate in-
creasingly complex aspects of electrochemical kinetics
and transport. CANTERA provides one example of a
generalized modeling framework that already has some
significant electrochemical capabilities. However, be-
cause electrochemistry is inherently complicated, com-
pared, for example, to gas-phase chemistry, developing
and validating the needed capabilities for any software
package is a substantial undertaking.

The software discussed in this paper can play a ma-
jor beneficial role in the development of a wide range
of new electrochemical technologies. Advanced predic-
tive modeling capabilities can substantially impact the
interpretation of experimental findings and improve sci-
entific understanding. Such capabilities also assist to
improve and accelerate the pace of technology devel-
opment.
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Nomenclature

Variable Description
ak Activity concentrations of species k [kmol, m]
Ai Pre-exponential factor of reaction i [kmol, m, s]
A` Prefactor for excess Gibbs energy [kmol, m, s]
Aik , Bik Matrix inputs for Redlich–Kister expression [kmol, m]
cp Specific heat [J kg−1 K−1]
C Concentration of binary salt [kmol m−3]
D Diffusion coeff. in binary concentrated solutions [m2 s−1]
Dk Diffusion coeff. of species k [m2 s−1]

Dk,eff Effective diffusion coeff. of species k [m2 s−1]
D Ambipolar diffusion coeff. [m2 s−1]
Dk j Binary diffusion coeff. [m2 s−1]
E Young’s modulus [N m−2]
Ea Electric-potential difference between an and el [V]
Eeq

a Equilibrium potential difference between an and el [V]
Ec Electric-potential difference between ca and el [V]
Eeq

c Equilibrium potential difference between ca and el [V]
Eeq Equilibrium potential difference between ed and el [V]
Eeq

i Equilibrium potential difference between ed and el for reaction i [V]
Ei Activation energy of reaction i [J kmol−1]
EOCV Open-circuit potential [V]
EREV

i Reversible potential of reaction i [V]
F Faraday constant [s A kmol−1]
gE Excess Gibbs free energy due to mixing [J kmol−1]
gik Gibbs energy for mixture of species i and k [J]
G Gibbs free energy [J]
∆G◦i Change in standard-state Gibbs free energy [J kmol−1]
∆Hi Change in enthalpy for reaction i [J]
i Current density [A m−2]
i0 Exchange current density [A m−2]
i∗0 Exchange current density prefactor [A m kmol−1]
ie Butler–Volmer current density [A m−2]
Jk Flux of species k [kmol m−2 s−1]
kB Boltzmann constant [J K−1]
kbi Backward rate constant for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
kt

bi Thermal backward rate constant for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
kct Charge transfer rate coefficient [kmol, m, s]
kfi Forward rate constant for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
kt

fi Thermal forward rate constant for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
Ki Reaction equilibrium constant for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
Kk j Friction coeff. matrix [J s m−5]
Lk j Onsager coeff. matrix [kmol2 J−1 m−1 s−1]
L0

k j Negative inverted matrix of M0
k j [m5 s−1 J−1]

m Molality and phase index [mol kg−1, -]
Mk j Modified friction coefficient matrix [J s m−5]
M0

k j Modified Mk j matrix [J s m−5]
ne,i Electrons transfered in reaction i [-]
ni Temperature exponent [-]
nk Kilomoles of species k [kmol]
nsurf,k Number of surface sites occupied by species k [-]

nT Total kilomoles in solution [kmol]
Nspecies Number of species in solution [-]
p Pressure [Pa]
p∗i Inverse equilibrium constants for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
pk Partial pressure of species k [Pa]
qbi Backward rate of progress for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
qfi Forward rate of progress for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
q̇F,i Faradaic heat generation rate for reaction i [W m−2]
qi Rate of progress for reaction i [kmol, m, s]
q̇ohm Ohmic heat generation rate [W m−3]
rk Radius of species k [m]
R Universal gas constant [J kmol−1 K−1]
ṡk Molar production rate of surface species k [kmol m−2 s−1]

S Entropy [J K−1]
t Time [s]
tk Transference number of species k [-]
t0
k Transference number of species k based on species 0 [-]

T Temperature [K]
uk Mobility of species k [kmol m2 J−1 s−1]
v Bulk velocity [m s−1]
vk Diffusive velocity of species k [m s−1]
Wk Molecular weight of species k [kg kmol−1]
x, y Intercalation fraction [-]
Xk Mole fraction of species k [-]
[Xk] Concentration of species k [kmol m3][
X◦k

]
Standard state concentration of species k [kmol m3]

Yk Mass fraction of species k [-]
zk Charge of species k [-]
αa Anodic transfer coeff. [-]
αc Cathodic transfer coeff. [-]
β Symmetry factor [-]
βa Anodic symmetry factor [-]
βai Anodic symmetry factor for reaction i [-]
βc Cathodic symmetry factor [-]
βci Backward symmetry factor for reaction i [-]
β f Forward symmetry factor [-]
ε Phase dielectric constant [F m−1]
εm Volume fraction for phase m [-]
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ζ Friction coeff. [kg s−1]
γk Activity coeff. of species k [-]
γ± Binary concentrated solution mean molal activity coeff. [mol kg−1]
Γm Total available surface site density of phase m [kmol m−2]
ηact Activation overpotential [V]
η j Viscosity of solvent j [Pa s]
θk,m Site fraction of species k on surface of phase m [-]
µk Chemical potential of species k [J kmol−1]
µ◦k Standard-state chemical potential of species k [J kmol−1]
µ̃k Electrochemical potential of species k [J kmol−1]
ν Poisson’s ratio [-]
ν+ Cation stoichiometric coefficient in binary mixture [-]
ν− Anion stoichiometric coefficient in binary mixture [-]
ν′ki Forward stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction [-]
ν′′ki Reverse stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction [-]
νki Net stoichiometric coeff. for kth species in ith reaction [-]
ρ Local charge density [C m−3]
ρm Density of phase m [kg m−3]
σ Ionic/electric conductivity [Ω−1 m−1]
σh Hydrostatic stress [N m−2]
σeff Effective conductivity [Ω−1 m−1]
υ Sliding coeff. [-]
Φk Electrostatic potential of species k [V]
Φm Electrostatic potential of phase m [V]
χk Chemical symbol for the species k [-]
ω̇k Volumetric production rate of species k [kmol m−3 s−1]
Ωk Partial molar volume of species k [m3 kmol]
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